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The ideology of motherhood embodies a matrix of values and behavioural 

standards deemed to constitute 'good mothering' with the presumption 

that some mothers are 'better' than others. Women in custody disputes 

are effectively differentiated by the ideology of what constitutes a good 

mother. Upon dissolution of marriage, mothers who deviate from the 

ideals of motherhood leave themselves open to regulation by the very 

courts that are going to decide which parent will receive custody of the 

children. 

This thesis uses a combination of methods, including interviews with 

mothers involved in custody disputes, custody cases from January 1996 

- January 1999, and a review of the academic literature to detexmine if 

current research rnirrors what women say of their own experiences. This 

thesis demonstrates that custody law is gendered and reflective of 

patriarchal idmlogy. Finally, the thesis offers recommendations for 

action. 
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Ciupter One 

Although, statisticatly, mothers receive custody of children far more often 

than fathers (Boyd 1996:495) I'there has always been a bias W s t  

women in the family justice system. The bias continues today but now it 

is cloaked in tems like 'gender neutraiity' and the so-calleci 'best 

interests of the childm (Vancouver Custody and Access Support and 

Advocacy Association 1996: 18). Academic Literature on women involved 

in custody and access disputes shows that women are stiîi penaiized in 

contested cases if they do not adhere to the white, middle-class, 

heterosexual nocm (Boyd l997b: 17). Case law, too, demonstrates that, 

in essence, even when agoodn mothers win custody of their children, 

women as a collective actudy lose, as the legal regulation of motherhood 

is still intact and Ieft unchdenged. 

Mary Eaton's definition of ideolojjy wii i  be used as the working 

definition of ideology in this paper. She States that 

The dominant ideology of a society is made up of the 
mode1 of normality by which people in that Society live 
their daily lives. These models legitimate and justifv the 
divisions and hierarchies within that Society. 
Furthermore, they are accepted by many who derive no 
materid benefit h m  them, and for whom they are a 



source of continuous oppression and exploitation.. .This 
[ideology], with its perceptions, explanations and 
justifications is promulgated by the institutions 
controlled by the dominant classes, particularly those 
controlled by the state, including the legd system 
(Eaton 1986:88). 

The ideology of motherhood is ever present when determinhg 

custody cases. This ideology embody a matri. of middle-class values 

and behavioural standards deemed to constitute Ogood mothering." This 

includes giving up any autonomous identity and putting her time and 

energy entirely at the disposal of her children's needs. Ideologically, 

then, the presumption is that certain mothers are 'bette? than others 

(Kline 1995: 1 19). Women in custody disputes are effectively 

differentiated by the ideology of what constitutes a good mother. Upon 

dissolution of marriage, mothers who deviate from these ideals of 

motherhood leave themselves open to regulation by the very courts that 

are going to decide which parent wili receive custody of the children. 

A s  Boyd States, 

Mothers who depart from the n o m  - whether sexuaiiy 
or in terms of work or lifestyle - often have trouble 
persuading judges that it is in the best interests of their 
children to be with them . . . . Ideological assumptions 
concerning what is %est' for children are bound up in 
idealized notions of f d y  units with traditional 
'normai' gender roles and support networks (Boyd 
1997c:265). 



In practice, the ideology of motherhood presumes that some races', 

classes2, sexual orientation3, abilities4 and careers or employment 

achoicesw,5 are more a ~ ~ r o ~ r i a t e  to parental responsibility than others. 

A s  Kline notes, 

Motherhood is better conceptuatized as a privilege than 
as a right.. .a privilege that can be withheld, both 
ideologicaliy and in more materiai ways, from women 
who are not members of dominant groups in saciety or 
who are othexwise considered unfit (1995: 12 1). 

This ideology of motherhood is rooted in appropriate gender role 

behaviour that is intimately linked with and ultimately defined by what 

' For example, Marlee Kline (1995) states that F i  Nations women are deemed "bad morhers" as they fail 
to meet middle-class urpectations and do not faIl into the prevaiiiig and dominant white "good mother" 
ideologies. 
'~ocial class is one category that transccnds al1 ideological presumptions of wbai conaitutes a "good 
mothern The single mother (tba! is one without a male authority figureipmvider in her Me) is usually the 
specific target incontemi custody cases. Fineman (l99!%:2ll) mies thaî 

The decision to kcome andlot remah a single mother, parcicularly 
when undertaken by a woman who has never been marrie4 is 
decisive in ihe issue of whethet one is considercd a " g d  mother. 
Poor d m ,  if îhey are not single mothen as a result of deah or, 
perhaps, divorce, are "bad" mothers. Their conduct is considered to 
have "eamedn hem this designation, and stemtypes about their 
motivations and behaviour abound 

Robson (1995:105) points out that "the law may determine that a parliculat lesbian is not within the 
category of mothet as the hw dehnes if'. Some mothers, by Mme of their lesbianism, are deemed to be 
Unnt. Milli'bank (l9a7) points out that the lesbian mother ha to p m  herself to be the exception to 
established d e s  if she is to k accepîed as a "W ad "good" motber. 

Mosoff (lgi7) comments aa iht conundriun of mothers undergohg psychiatnc treatment. Accordhg to 
the tenets of therapy, one must be "self absorbeân and "introspectiven in order to get better which is 
"antithetical to ideal morhahoodn (Mosoff 1997237). Oftentimes, for "women with [psychiatncl 
disabilities, the requisite selflcssness may mean extreme self-sacllfice, hctuding the pomiiüty of 
telinquishing children for ihcu beneûtn (Mosoff 1997: 237). Therefore, motbers with psychaitric 
disabilities are incapable of cashg for their diüdren in an unselnsh way. Women with psychiaüic 
disabilities are "bad mothEtsn 

As evidenced by the B.C. Tvabii case (WU), judges seem to discriminate against women who split their 
'Tamïly" tune k e n  the pivate and pblic sphere. Of course, îhis work cornmitment is also at times 
used to disadvanrage SOUE Tiitbers that antest custody althaugh ihis was mt apparent in this case. What 
tbis ideology does not "rccopize is that women may have iodependent interests m career 
development ...[O r oiaaareas afiheit Me] ... that they consider to k worth pursuinf (SIaughter 1995:85). 
In essence, then, ideologies surrwnding motherhood actually mice women hosîage to îheir chüdren and to 
the family home. 



constitutes a family in society. Despite the palpable and unmistakeable 

changes in what constitutes the family, the patriarchal, nuclear family is 

still the ideal by which mothers/fathers vying for custody are judged. 

The purpose of this thesis is to use a combination of methods, 

including i n t e ~ e w s  with mothers involved in custody disputes, and a 

review of the academic litemrure and legal doctrines, in order to 

determine if the current research is on par with what women involved in 

custody disputes say of their own experiences. This thesis wiil also 

generate answers to the following research questions: 

1s custody law gendered? 

Are those workers in family law systems helping to perpetuate the 
reconstituted patriarchai ideology in family law and family court 
systems? 

Are mothers who are involved in custody and access disputes and 
mediation, regulated, disciplined and oppressed by the state? What 
do women say of their own experience? 

How can oppressive aspects of dominant ideologies, in particular 
those reinforced by law, be shifted and/or displaced? 

Law, legal systems and social policies operate to create normaicy 

and suppress threats to order. Women in custody cases are participating 

in a system that does not c d  into question conceptions of what 

constitutes the afamilly" and the =goods mother. Although principles of 

neutrality and equality are enshrined within the law, women involved in 

custody cases are relegated to the margins of court processes and 

silenced by dominant discourses and ideologies. Judges are containeci 



by 'conceptual straightjackets' (Smart 199 1) and often fail to recognize 

which parent, in fact, would be best suited to providing what is in the 

best interests of the children. 

in my review of custody law reforms, 1 have observed that 'the law 

has generally acted to reinforce dominant gender, race and class 

patterns" (Snider 1994:79) which operate as structural constraints upon 

mothers. These constraints are located within variables by which women 

are judged, including race, age, sexuality, income, marital status, 

education, and occupation. These constraints "are not constructed in 

such a way as to be seen to be criticaliy implicated in sustaining a 

particular power structuren (Walklate 1992: 1 OS) which itself generates 

ageisrn, sexism, racism, and other categories of discrimination. Thus, 

[I]n conjunction with other institutions of the state, [the 
law] has aligned itself structuraiiy with both capitalism 
and patriarchy, and played a key role in maintainhg 
hegemony.. .Thus, the potential for using law to 
facilitate liberative struggle is real, but success is likely 
to be hard to corne by - the stmggle may fail or worse, 
prove counterproductive over tirne (Snider l994:?9-80). 

Aithough family law and legd reforms in child custody may seem 

liberating and even herald the end of patriarchy, what is actualiy 

occurring could be a 'manifestation of the growth of social patriarchy" 

(Ursel as cited in Currie 1989:286) under state auspices. The state, 

however, is not a unitary source of power and 

because it is not unitary, there are mmy different levels 
of the state, and many distinctions, tensions and voices 
within it.. .However, the terrai. is by no means a 'level 
playing field', equally open to al1 forces and agents.. .The 



interests of non-dominant groups are reflected but not 
represented; the state contains counter-hegemonic 
views by organizing and privileging dominant ones at 
the expense of the non-dominant (Snider 1994:80). 

Child custody reforms operating under the guise of 'gender 

neutrality" or the abest interests of the childn may in fact indicate a 

restructuring of patriarchal traditions. Ideologies are riven with 

contradictions, and thus have the potential for transformation. '[C]alling 

the [judicim] to account ideologicaiiy . . .means asking it to becorne an 

equal opportunity oppressor, requiring it to control and coerce al1 groups 

in the same way and to the same degreen (Snider 1994:83). One must be 

cautious, when using the law as a tool for challenging ideologies and 

using reforms to empower women. The result is that those who deviate 

h m  the dominant groups 'are typically marginalized through hegemonic 

ideological constructions of realitp (Snider 1994:80). 

Legal discourse makes certain claims to truth and, in the process 

of that "truthmaking," the law can disqualifv other knowledges, 

experience, and claims. Nevertheless, '[wle must theorize against the 

dominant discourse of the legal regime .... that codifies the category 

tnother" (Robson 1995: 1 16)' and make room for the female voice/ the 

voice of the mother and her experiences to ensure that the %est interests 

of the child(ren)' are in fact ensured/looked out for. We must therefore 

challenge ideology at a deeper level by way of incorporating and 

disseminating '... new configurations of 'truths' which d o w  for 



previously silenced groups to name themselves and to describe their own 

experiences" (Faith 19939). 

The discourse of law itself c m  silence or disquaJi@ alternative 

forms of knowledge that lie outside the traditional mode of legal 

investigation and interpretation. The law, and lawyers more generaily, 

are not typicaiiy interested in uncovering tmth and exposing it to public 

view, or altering the state of the world or women's place in it (Smart 

1990; Hosticka 1979). This thesis attempts to transcend the barriers 

imposed by legal discourses, and the actors involved in infiuencing and 

determining the outcomes of custody cases. In Iine with Smith's (1990a) 

ideas of grounding academic texts in empirical reality, qualitative and 

quantitative techniques for gathering and processing data are used in 

this thesis. 

This thesis examines the gendered nature of child custody law. 

Although '[wlomen it has been said, are the favourites of the la+ 

(Edwards 1984: 183, as cited in Masson 1992: 15), favoured women tend 

to conform to the dominant gender (and heterosermal) role expectations 

that are pervasive in society and which extend into the legal familial 

arena. Interrogating these assumptions about appropriate motherhood 

identities embedded in the analysis and decision-making of custody 

cases enables "us to rethink and resist questionable distinctions that 

privilege some [motherhood] identities at the expense of others" (Schram 

l993:249). 



Chapter Two of this thesis locates the child custody problematic in 

a historical-legal and socio-legal context by specificaiiy charting custody 

reforrn and the legal principles involved in determining custody cases, 

Chapter Three btiefiy reviews the literature to date on the child 

custody problematic. The iiterature in this chapter will primarily focus on 

how women vying for sole custody of their children in Canada are judged 

according to a hegemonic ideology of motherhood that is reflected in legal 

practice. 

Chapter Four discusses the research findings from interviews with 

17 mothers involved in custody disputes, and a content analysis of 3 16 

'reasons for judgements" from custody cases, January 1996 to January 

1999 inclusive. 1 investigate the possibility of discovering any overt or 

covert gender bias or discrimination existing in custody law for this 

period. 1 also examine the legal subtext and speculate on judicial 

motivations for utilizing principles enshrined in custody law like the 

'best interests of the childm principle. 

Chapter Five discusses the conclusions drawn from this multi- 

method analysis. Finaîly, recommendations for action are also presented 

in Chapter Five. 

Rerearch stntegy 

One important methodological tool that is incorporated in this 

multi-method analysis is interviews with 17 mothers involved in custody 

cases. The mothers who participated responded to ads posted on peg 



boards throughout the Lower Mainland. Specifc areas such as 

laundromats, welfare offices, hospitals, dental and doctors' offîces, 

universities, day care centres, grocery stores and, finaily, the Internet 

were targeted. Ads were alsa placed in cornmunity newspapers in the 

Tri-City areas (Port Coquitlam, Port Moody and Coquitlam) , including 

Kinesis, published by B.C. Status of Women. Involving those mothers 

directly involved in custody disputes was an attempt to create a text that 

attacks W e  monopoly that certain powerful groups [and discourses] hold 

over information" (Kirby and McKenna 1989: 15), and to create a forum 

whereby women could convey their experiences to others. 

I t  is important to look beyond a content andysis of custody case 

law, because the language of legal documents often distorts the 

experiences of the mother. The legal text is a good starting point when 

examining how patriarchal traditions are perpetrated in legal discourse, 

and especialiy in legal method, but one must not stop their investigation 

there. We must move beyond a simple content analysis to assess how 

control is exercised in the legal arena, how mothers are regulated. With 

Smith, 

if we address the problem of the conditions as well as 
the perceived forms and organization of immediate 
experience, we should inchde in it the events as they 
actually happen and the ordinary material world we 
uncover as a matter of fact (Smith IWOa:26). 

It was important for me to include the voices of mothers involved in 

custody disputes in this work as their voices are conspicuously absent in 



the custody research to date. Fourteen mothers that were interviewed 

for this thesis went through the courts for resolution of their custody 

disputes and three did not. Legally disputed custody decisions, however, 

do not accurately depict the custody picture in Canada and they aiso 

serve to effectively silence mothers involved in that process. Most 

custody research and the prominent academics researching custody tend 

to base their analysis on a very limited number of legally reported 

contested cases. This makes up a very small percentage of the actuai 

number of custody cases in Canada. Their conclusions, although 

logically sound, do not encompass the complete picture of custody and 

do not give voice to women involved in custody disputes both within and 

outside legal arenas. 1 found this troubling. 

Most custody cases are resolved without direct involvement with 

the legal system. #At the most, some lawyer-assisted negotiation and 

possibly an interim motion or two occurs" (Joint Senate Committee's 

Report 1998:s). Witnesses appearing before the Joint Senate Cornmittee 

for Custody and Access (JSCCA) believed that ' 10-20% of divorcing 

couples became involved in litigation" (1998:5). Richardson, 

summarizing a 1990 Department of Justice study, concludes that: 

weU over 90% of divorces are now granted without a 
formal court hearing. A s  only non-contested divorces 
can be processed in this way, it is evident that, contrary 
to popular and media images of divorce, most divorces 
do not involve bitter and protracted battles over custody 
and property. Indeed, the evidence fi-om the 
evaluations is that less than 5% of divorces are 
contested to the extent that matters must be settled in 



court (as cited by Richardson in the JSCCA 1998:s; 
emphasis added) . 

Although 1 tried to move beyond the limitations of existing research 

on custody by trying to mach women whose custody arrangements were 

decided outside of contested or disputed cases (that form the basis of 

legally reported cases), 1 was unsuccessful. Only three of the seventeen 

mothers that 1 interviewed had made custody arrangements outside of 

the contested or disputed custody arena. The results from this thesis 

then, do not speak to the 95% of women whose custody arrangements 

were decided out of court and went uncontested. While my work does 

not paint a complete picture of non-disputed and/or reported custody 

cases in Canada, it does gîve women their voice. 

This thesis is a partial account since it omits perspectives from 

fathers in custody disputes. I would have liked to include fathers' 

interviews in my analysis but t h e  constraints and page limits in this 

research project were of concern. Examinhg fathers' perspectives in 

child custody disputes would be an appropriate foliow-up study. 

This thesis also omits adequate perspectives from judges sitting in 

custody hearings. Although t h e  interviews were performed with family 

court judges, this does not constitute a sampling of judicial opinions and 

as a result, the data were omitted. It was very ciifficuit to contact judges 

and convince them to participate. 1 should forewarn anyone interested in 

doing this type of research that there is a strong reluctance on the part of 



the judiciary to participate in any research that asks them to comment 

on how they reason and rationalize decisions. 



Chaptm Two 

H i s b b r t ~ I  ~~w 01 Cudw& LQIU and RdJOm 

This chapter contextualizes historical aspects of the chiid custody 

problematic both by discussing custody reforms like the 'tender years 

doctrine' and joint custody, and key principles enshriaed in custody law: 

the 'best interests of the child,' 'gender neutrality' and 'primary 

caregiver.' Practical and ideological effects of these principles and 

reforms are examined in order to better understand the utility and 

contradictions of various legal developments in relation to child custody . 
The patriarchal principle of fathers' heading the f d y  and holding 

paramount rights to custody of children and the regulation of their wives' 

lives was rooted in family law until 1923. A strong notion of this 

"traditional farnily" and the patriarch's role in it reigned supreme among 

the bourgeoisie of 19th centus. Europe and the emerging middle-classes 

in North America. Coinciding with emerging social weKm policies at the 

time and the judicial c o d t m e n t  to these nurture-based child welfare 

policies, minimai infringements on these automatic rights of the father 

occurred around 1839. 

Custody law was changing and it was the judiciary's responsibility 

to ensure that confiicts between the parents were resolved in a fashion 

that did the least amount of damage to the children whiie at the same 

tirne reinforceci the patriarchal status quo. A judicial presumption was 

put forth in the courts which allowed women who did not commit 



adultery or other indecent acts to have custody of chiidren seven years of 

age and under. This was known as the 'tender yeafs doctrine' (Amup 

1989:24; see also Abella 1981; Smart 1989b). In 1855, the age that the 

courts considered that children should natumlly go with their mother 

was increased to 12 and under. 

The beginning of the frst quarter of this century, marked the 

court's departure from a n o m  of paternai custody to a n o m  of a more 

equal form of parental rights which enabled mothers to receive custody. 

This departure was informed by the judicial assumption that the welfare 

of young children generally indicated maternd custody (Boyd 

1989b:835). Acconiing to Grossberg (1983:250), &the newly instituted 

materna1 preference remained a discretionary policy, not a statutory 

prerogative." Not only did the mother have to be pure in al1 senses of the 

word in order for judiciai patriarchs to grant the mother her hatural 

rights,s she aiso had to demonstrate a total and unselfish commitrnent 

to her family. This 'standard was never appiied to men' (Holmes 

1987:305; Backhouse, Chapter 7 ,  1991). 

Although the tender years doctrine empowered women to a certain 

degree by finally giving women access to their chilâren upon divorce, it 

- --- - 

%riefly, at the hint of th century. women were beiieved to be mothers by natute and therefore, by nanue, 
belonged in the private domestic sphere. Despite women's increased participation in the public sphere, this 
ideology still reigns supremt today, aithough criticai thMiers inciuding ièminists contest it. Women are 
socially consmicted to be mothm dut to the sexual division of labrncr and mounting societal pressures 
rotating atwnd ideologies that require -men to mother- Accordhg to Foucault, peopleiwomen,mendo 
not have a priori, essential ilahneS. Rather, "ideniiiies are contingent and cotlStNcted; ihey are aeated by 
normalmng discourses [such as lawj, mit aaturtn (Siaughter 1995:76). will be discussed m e r  in 
chapter 4. 



institutionalized gender mles (Grossberg 1983:248) by way of legally 

reinforcing the sexual division of labour. Backhouse (199 1) nicely 

details the beginning of the nineteenth century for women and the 

f d y .  Briefly, she states that the primary work centre was no longer 

solely at home (as it had been in pre-industrial, rural society). Because 

men and older children were labouring outside of the home, it was up to 

middle and upper class women to create a nurturing environment for the 

children at home which included taking care of daily home 

responsibilities. This arrangement isdated women and eventually 

"mothers were exhorted to meet increasingly high standards for 

housekeeping, chiid rearing, and the emotionai caretaking of all famiiy 

members" (Backhouse 199 1:202). However, over tirne, the presumption 

of a natural maternai instinct diminished slightly (Boyd 1989:837) due to 

legislators responding slowly and grudgingly to the changing perceptions 

of materna1 fitness (Backhouse 199 l:2O3). This allowed for child custody 

laws to coincide with the liberal feminists' focus on laws that increased 

forma1 equality and worked towards fostering desirable environments for 

chiïdren involved in custody disputes. 

a i n t  d d y  

Throughout the late 1970's and early 1980's in Canada, attempts were 

made to deviate difficulties revolving around custody being awarded 

solely to either the mother or father by opting for joint custody 

provisions. Joint custody provisions were popular with legislators, 



feminists and those directly involved in making child custody decisions 

because they seemed to challenge the cultural noms  which 'excluded 

women from the market and relegated them to the home and child care" 

(Holmes 1987:307). Joint custody reforms (supposedly) worked to 

eradicate gender stereotypes and to "level the playing field so that 

neither men nor women had any unfair advantages. Joint custody 

provisions supposedly attacked the notions that women should be 

granted sole custody because of a natural ability to mother, and that 

fathers should be granted sole custody because they are best suited to 

economicaîiy provide for the children. 

Joint custody was hailed as being more in tune with the 

development of the 'best interests of the childa principle, as it allowed for 

the continued involvement of both parents. in theory, joint custody 

helped to redefme motherhood and relieve the burden that cornes with 

single parenting. Fathers supposedly assumed more childcare 

responsibilities and thus women would have better job opportunities and 

could be more self-sufficient (see Holmes l987:3 19). 

Joint custody held a lot of promise towards actualizing equal 

parenting rights for women and men. From a distance, it looked like the 

law recognized the difnculties that women usually had to endure whiie 

solely supporting a child. Theory and practice are two different things, 

however, and feminists (cf. Holmes 1987; Delorey 1989; and Smari 



1989b) recognized that fathers would gain equal rights without 

necessarily any increased responsibilities. 

The presumption that men shared responsibilities in joint custody 

decisions aggravated 'the power imbalance in society [and] exacerbate[d] 

existing inequalities between the sexes* (Holmes l987:308). Introducing 

joint authority without doing something about promoting joint care is, 

frorn a political point of view, the continuation of patriarchal traditions 

rather than a contribution to emancipation. "Joint custody may give a 

man continued control over his children and [through his children], 

control over his ex-wife's Me, yet it does not result in increased 

assumption of responsibility on his part" (Fineman l988:76 1). Despite 

good intentions, joint custody further subordinated women to men both 

ideologically and structurally without reaily taking into account the best 

interests of the children. 

Joint custody subordinates women ideologically because its 

principles revolve around the notion that the 'fsunily' does not need to 

break d o m  post-separation. The 'family' is süil the basic unit in Our 

society and should be 'reconstructed' post-separation in order to 

continue to fulfil its societal roles (Bourque 1995:4). 

Joint custody subordinates women structurally because the father 

still retains control over his family while, at the same time, fading to 

provide. For mothers then, joint custody fosters a continued dependency 

on an oftentimes absent but ever ubiquitous father. Women are left in 



an even more dismal and repressed state than before the custody 

decision. 

There are some men and women, however, who are quite satisfied 

with the outcome of a joint custody decision. By imposing joint custody 

on parents, this increases the likelihood that contact between parents 

and children will continue provided that both parents were willing to put 

in the effort needed to facilitate contact post divorce. 

The best interests of the child came into effect as a principle used in 

determining custody cases around the same time that fathers lost sole 

custody rights and privileges. The best interests of the child principle 

was developed to clarify parental rights debates and ensure that the the 

children's needs were being met (Holmes 19871303). The problem with 

the best interests of the child principle is that there is no clear 

delineation of what constitutes the child's best interests. This may be, in 

part, due to the fact that in each custody case, the best interests of the 

child are determined according to the Tacts' presented. 

The 'best interests of the childn is problematic then, because the 

courts have yet to speclifi. any specific guidelines as to which parent 

(regardless of gender), would fuKi1 this role best. Arnup (1989) brings to 

iight the ambiguity created within this principle by citing the Children's 

Law Reforrn Act of Ontario which delineates that a judge should consider 

'[alii the needs and circumstances of the child including the relationship 



between the child and those persons claiming custody, the preferences of 

the child, the current living situation of the child etc." (25). Nowhere 

does the Act explicitly state what would be in the best interests of the 

child. Weitzman (as cited in Holmes 1987:303) sumarizes the cumnt  

situation: 

The legal rules for determining custody and the social 
noms for defining SKhat is bestw for children are in a 
state of flux. They are being rethought and revised in 
an emotionally laden arena in which there are strong 
positions but little empirical evidence about what is 
best for most - or even some - children at divorce. 

Regulatory mechanisms are entrenched in this gender neutrai and 

looking out for' principle in child custody reforms, by which al1 

femaies/mothers who deviate from the socially constructed 

'normal'/ 'good' mother are controlled. This supposediy gender neutmf 

guideline rotates around economic/material security provisions and the 

heterosexuai norrn. Robson extends the idea that the "best interests of 

the childg is a regulatory mechanism by making a direct connection with 

these %est intcrcsts' being a guise for the best interests of the state 

(19%: 106). Although gender neutrai on its face, the best interests of 

the child principle actuaiiy works to the detnment of women and 

oftentimes the children whom it is supposediy protecting. 

Unfortunately in an unequal society, neutrality is but a pipe 

dream. The law, legd discourse and legal method ail "hide behind the 

illusion of neutralitf (Beamon-Hall l996:V). When one thoroughly 

examines child custody and access disputes espousing to be 'gender 



neutral' or in the %est interests of the child,' the masked intentions of 

these legal principles are made clear. The law, "[bly remaining detached 

from its social context . . .[supposedlyl . . .is able to remain insulated from 

perceptions that decisions are made on the basis of judges' own 

moralities and beliefs about gender and gender roles" (Beamon-Hall 

l996:W). 

Examining the concept of gender neutrality, Boyd (1997~267) 

stated that judicial evaluations cannot be applied neutrally in a gendered 

society where men and women are rarely in the sarne position to be 

treated equaliy7 by the courts. A s  MacKinnon rightfully points out, "the 

law requires, in an unequal society, that before one can be equal legally, 

one must be equal sociailf (1989:239). 

A s  of yet, true social equality ktween men and women does not 

exist in our society. Male and female power stakes are not equal 

(MacKinnon 1989:636; see also VCASAA 1996:23). In child custody 

cases especiaily, the concept of equality that assumes that men and 

women have equal earning capacities and equal parenting abilities, 

7 Eaton States, 

Legal rhetoric nuy assert tàat aii are eqwi More the law, however, 
the= is a contradiction in the pnnnise of equaüty by the courts in a 
society in which mwnbas an abviously unequal in other respects, 
e.g. stanis, resources ami powxr. As a part ofthe state appiuaius the 
courts may be seen to operate to suppoct the status quo, and in so 
dohg to endorse and reiofom the divisions u p n  which îhe status 
quo is based (Eatoa 1985:117). 



obscures the realities for men and women that are gendered (Abner, 

Mossman and Pickett 199 1599, see also Boyd 1989a, 1989b, Fineman 

1988,199Sa). This view of gender neutrality "perpetuates women's 

inequality in society - and particularly in custody and access disputes - 
by pretending it doesn't exist" (VCASAA 1996: 108-9). As Brophy States, 

to argue for a code which effectively dismisses the 
reality of substantial inequality of responsibility for 
children within marriage on the basis of a legal 
principle of formai equality is simply to reproduce and 
sustain this inequality (1985: 109). 

The concept of gender neutrality reinforces the hypocritical 

standards that help to perpetuate the false notion of equality in our 

family courts systems today. In a gendered world, neutral treatrncnt is, 

in fact, not neutral (Fineman 1995a:26, 1988; Boyd 1997~). For 

example, women in family court are held Kaccountable to male standards 

when it comes to how much money she makes. But it does not hold men 

accountable to female standards when it comes to motherinjf' (VCASAA 

1996:23). Why does this discrepancy exist when gender neutrality is 

supposedly operating in f d y  law? Although gender neutrality appears 

to be democratic and progressive on the exterior, it masks reconstituted 

patriarchal ideology. It is "convenient fanta sy... that disregards the 

present reality and pretends that (women) have attained an ideal future" 

(VCASAA 1996:2 1-22). 



mlnary C ~ ~ r n l l C I p &  

The current trend in family courts across Canada determining the 

outcome of custody cases is towards the new principle in law of the 

'primary caregiver.' This principle seemed to hold the most promise in 

recognizing children's needs and womenJs reality. Holtrust, 

Sevenhuijsen and Verbraken (1989:63), note that the primary caregiver 

principle is a gender-neutral criterion that 'is not based on stereotyped 

ideas about motherly love, but on the legitimacy of the child's need for 

continuity." Similarly, Fineman (1988:765) notes that "the essence of the 

p r i m q  caretaker standard is that children need day-to-day care and 

that the parent who has perforrned this primary care during the marriage 

should get custody." Secondary contributions by the non-custodial 

parent do not go unnoticed, however; to the contraxy, they are given 

visitation periods with their children. 

The primary caregiver principle looks at the parents' pasta to 

detennine of the two parents, which one has changed their life in order to 

accommodate the life of the chiidren (Fineman 1988:765). This type of 

past fact-fmding fits nicely into Iegal anaiysis as judges can cornfortably 

apply the principle and lawyers can easily understand the 

* Courts have f#r)gnbd how dij3icult it is to predict haire pareming abiities on the basis of "good 
intentions expressed in COUR" Therefore, c o r n  ust past evidenœ to help h m  determine who is the 
erimary=giver* 



principle and use it. The previous set of so-called 'neutral' rules9 

working under the guise of the child's best interests did not provide 

"'justice', particularly for women, who tend[ed] to be less well off 

economkally than their husbands" (Fineman l988:766). 

Although the primary caregiver principle in fact produce more 

materna1 custody awards, it is not meant to remove fathers from 

obtaining custody of their children as the principle is suppose to be 

gender neutral (Fineman 1988:767). A s  with most gender-neutral rules 

however, their 'impact may not be gender neutral, but this result only 

reflects the fact that women are the primary nurturers of children in our 

Society" (Fineman 1988:767). Although this principle may be operating 

to advantage some more than others, Fineman States that 

If we value nurturing behaviour, then rewarding those 
who nurture seems only fair. If fathers are 'left out," 
they can change their behaviour and begin making 
sacrifices in their careers and devoting their time during 
the marriage to the primaxy care and n u r t u ~ g  of 
children. Men can exercise the same "free" choice that 
women traditionally have in these matters, adjusting 
their outside activities to care for their children 
(1988:767). 

The primary caregiver principle moves beyond the rhetoric of equality 

and gender neutrality in kgal reform involving custody decisions and 

makes way for 'a more sensitive and realistic rule" for aii parties involved 

A woman's abilitylcapabiiity to parent were piüed against ber eronomic status, adultemus conducf 
avaïiabîiily of a new partnet, and semialily. AU af these reptessivc ideolopical consmtcts of what was 
suppody in the best interests af the child often times operated to deprive a child d the care d a  mother 
who may have deviated h m  the normalized version& a "good mothef but who was typically ihe 
primary caregiver in the past (see Boyd 1989b:SSO)- 



(Fineman 1988:767). It  appears that law in the 1980's and throughout 

the 1990's has finally responded to the reality of the family by way of 

recognizing substantial differences in the nurturing of the child without 

malcing any derogatoxy gender specifications of who fulfils that role best 

or who is more likely to fulfil that role. 

Nevertheless, case law reveals that conceptions of primary 

caregiving vary among judges. The repressive ideologies of motherhood 

are left intact and are implemented under different judicial guises of 

either "potecting the children' or attempting to award custody to the 

parent who would 'best* furdl the child's needs. Susan Boyd's analysis 

of the Tvabii case brings this current problematic into the forefront. 

In March 1994 a high-profile mernber of the British 
Columbia legislature lost custody of her three children 
to her estranged husband. The custody decision rested 
mainly on the grounds that the judge presiding over the 
case believed Judy Tyabji to have a more 'aggressive' 
career-oriented lifestyle than the father, Kim Sandana, 
who lived in the rural outskirts of Kelowna and worked 
in a grocery store. Tyabji had left Sandana after she 
becarne intimately involved with Gordon Wilson, the 
leader for the B.C. liberals.. . . 
Tyabji's 'public' life was viewed as impeding her ability 
to function adequately in the private' sphere, an 
interesting reversal of the oft-quoted fact that women's 
role in the private' f d y  sphere impedes them from 
moving into 'public' office. The case invoked 
considerable discussion in the media and elsewhere of 
the repercussions for mothers who work in demanding 
careers.. . . 

In mid-October 1994 Tyabji appeared on the Oprah 
Winfrey show to discuss her case and, according to 
newspaper accounts, portrayed herself as a working 
woman unfairly penalized by the courts for having a 



political career. She said that 'she would have quit her 
job in order to keep custody of her three children' (Boyd 
1997c: 253). 

What is interesthg about this analysis is how the judge spent most of his 

time stating how Tyabji could not be the primary caregiver (despite the 

fact that she was). The judge seemed to focus on how Tyabji raised her 

children in the past and compared that to what Tyabji could offer the 

children in the future. His decision was that what she could now offer 

the children would/could not be in their best interests. Although 

avoiding coming right out and saying that some jobs preclude custody of 

the children, clearly his decision shows that he chose the less 

strenuously employed parent as the primaq caregiverlo despite the 

evidence proving othenirrise. 

Underlying his argument was an obvious disapproval of a mother 

ostensibly breaching her prescribed private/mother role. Tyabji deviated 

from the dominant 'good mother ideology" because, as characterized, she 

was a selfish, self-serving, adulterous, working mother who, due to her 

involvement in the public sphere, could not afford the time needed to 

properly care for her chiidren. Sandana would provide the children with 

what they needed according to the %est interests of the children" 

principle, It did not matter that the father had a nanny to care for the 

children while at work and played sports Wce a week. The expectations 

'O The Mer, Saadana worked in t o m  a a gmcecy store five nights a weck. 



for men in the family childrearing realm are lower than what is expected 

of women (Boyd l997c:2SS). 

Boyd States that "Primary caregiving has been taken into account 

by judges in some U.S. jurisdictions, only to be subverted in a manner 

that defeats its original purpose" (Boyd 1997c:268). This seems to be 

epitomized here in Canada by the Tvabii case. Boyd claims that in 

especiaiiy in cases that are similar to the Tvabii case, one can easily 

recognize the ideological dimensions of custody decision-making (Boyd 

1997c:259). Race, class, sexuality, occupation and gender are al1 

potential assessment categories that are not supposed to be taken into 

account when adjudicating custody cases but can be re-introduced if it 

affects the "best interests of the child" or if it can be proven that the 

mother is, in fact, unfit (Boyd 1997c:266). Clearly, Tyabji was 

disqualified from using the primary caregiver principle since she 

transgressed gender expectations and deviated from the persistent 'good" 

mother ideology in Canadian custody armas, 

For the 8ake of the C h i l h o  - a Special Report by the Joint Senate 
Cornmittee oa Custody md Accwr 

The Joint Senate Committee on Custody and Access (JSCCA) convened 

throughout 1998 and released its report December 1 lh of 1999. The 

Cornmittee's joint chairs were Landon Pearson and Roger Gallaway. 

Representing the Senate on the Committee were the honourable 

senators: Ermhie J. Cohen, Joan Cook, Anne C. Cools, Mabel M. 

DeWare, Marian Maloney. Representing the House of Comrnons on the 



Committee were the honourable: Eleni Bkopanos, Carolyn Bennett, 

Robert Bertrand, Madeleine Dalphond-Guiral, Sheila Finestone, Paul 

Forseth, John Harvard, Nancy Karetak-Lindell, Judi Longfield, Eric 

Lowther, Peter Mancini, Philip Mayfielf, Denis Paradis, Caroline St- 

Hilaire, and Diane St-Jacques. The purpose of the committee was to 

Examine and analyze issues relating to custody and 
access arrangements after separation and divorce, and 
in particular, to assess the need for a more child- 
centered approach to family law policies and practices 
that would emphasize joint parental responsibilities and 
child-focused parenting arrangements based on 
children's needs and best interests (JSCCA 1998: 1). 

Its report, entitled "For the Sake of the Children," caused an uproar 

amongst feminist and grassroots organizations for a number of reasons, 

including the Senate's focus on addressing the concerns of men's rights 

groups while relatively silencing women's concerns. Despite reports 

submitted by various feminist institutions and groups, the JSCCA put 

forth several recommendations that were potentially problematic, 

including: introducing shared parenting programs, and the developrnent 

of mandatory parenting plans. 

Although laudable on its surface, the report grossly 

underestimated the reality of how women/rnothers in relationships 

actuaily live. Especially problematic was their ignorance of how women 

in abusive relationships live. Violence against women typicaily continues 

even afier a woman leaves a violent/abusive relationship; enforcing 

patemal contact in abuse situations does nothing but perpetuate the 



cycle of violence in families. Although parental rights must be 

recognized, an abusive father's right to see his children must not 

supercede the child's right to safety and the mother's right to privacy in 

her new life. Keeping principles like the "friendly parent rule" and 

introducing a "shared parenting presumption" in family law (which is 

what the report is advocating) will be both detrimental and unacceptable 

for those women and children undergoing custody disputes where 

violence11 in the family exists. 

The Joint Senate Cornmittee on Custody and Access basicaily 

recommended a return to utilizing joint custody wherever possible. The 

cornmittee stated, 

For parents with the emotional and financial resources 
necessary to make a joint physical custody arrangement 
work, it is the cornmittee's view that such arrangements 
can encourage the real involvement of both parents in 
their children's lives (1998:23: emphasis added) . 

The problem with joint custody in most cases (as mentioned 

above), is that shared parenting/joint custody does not mean that both 

parents will equally share responsibilities. As Elaine Teofilovici was 

quoted in the report, 

Marriage breakdown is not an appropriate time to 
redefine the responsibilities of parents to care for their 
children in the interests of gender equality. Instead, it 
is a time to decide on the responsibilities in the best 
interests of the child, based on the child's existing 

" Violence is typically misrepresented as solely king physical violence tbat is endured by women and 
children. Violence for the purposes of this lhesis iiiforpoliltrs a broader understanding of this tenn to 
include not ody phMcai abuse but also rneatal abuse and abuse endurai by women and chüdren who are 
in contact witha an ex-partner who has some fom ofmental illness. 



relationship with each parent as it has developed during 
the course of the child's lifetime (1998:6). 

The Cornmittee's recomrnendations were supposed to be tabled for 

discussion some time in 1999. Delays in implementing any reforms 

suggested by the Cornmittee have been abundant. A s  of June 2000, the 

report has yet to be discussed and changes to the Divorce Act and in 

Family Law itself have yet to take place. It rernains to be seen what 

effects (if any) the report will have on the judiciary and if any changes 

will, in fact, take place. 



Chmpter Thtee 

Wtarrrtura R d e w  

This chapter briefly introduces the varied literature to date on the child 

custody problematic. The foci of this chapter are the fi~ldings and/or 

analyses of various researchers who have contributed to shaping the 

debates on whether custody law is gendered as well as examining the 

ideology of motherhood in Western traditions. Specifkally, 1 examine 

üterature on the ideology of motherhood to effectively understand 

custody and access issues as they pertain to the mother. 

When vying for sole custody of their children, women in Canada 

are judged according to a hegemonic ideology of motherhood as reflected 

in Iegal practice. Kline notes that women's choices are shaped and 

iimited by what is constructed to be the dominant 'good' and 'bad' 

mofhering criteria (1995: 119). She clairns that expectations for mothers 

'exist within a framework of dominant ideologies of womanhood, which, 

in turn, intersect with dominant ideologies of family" (1995: 1 19). Those 

mothers who do not or cannot conform to the ideals of motherhood are 

subject to both social and legal regulation (Kline 19%: 120), and the 

repercussions for these mothers are potentialiy devastating.12 Kunin et. 

al. (1992:569) demonstrated that women were statistically more likely to 

receive custody when they were described by judges, court assessors, 

l2 AU mothers, regatdless of whether they conform to pre-scritbed noms or not, are subject to reguiatory 
pracîices. DinerentiaI consequences result for those who do not conform. 



witness testirnoniah, as being "goodw (rather than %ada or "not 

mentionedS)l3. Therefore, it was in the mother's best interests if she 

wanted custody to be described as a good mother rather than to be cast 

negatively and risk losing custody of her children. 

For the purposes of this work, the focus was on mothers involved 

in custody disputes and included al1 relevant literaturel4 that helped to 

shed some light on the custody problematic. A frequent problem with 

custody literature, and feminist custody literature in particular, is a lack 

of empirical evidence to support strong positions (Weitzman as cited in 

Holmes 1987:303); it is de facto assumed that the law affords privileges 

to men and it is women/mothers who sufler as a result. Not al1 of the 

criticai feminist literature should be recognized as being as authoritative 

as it claims to be, as it is diffîcult to empiricaily support the premises in 

most of the custody literature to date. 

A lot of work by Susan Boyd, for example, although logically sound 

and weli-written, is based on a small percentage of contested custody 

cases. Her work is the most respected and often quoted work on the 

climate of custody in Canada. My own thesis uses several of her 

l3 The fithets diances of obiainiag custody did not reiy on them king descri i  as 'gwd' or %ad' in court. 
Decisions for fathers increased when they were described as high in maiurity, when tbey had no bistory of 
dnig abuse, and when there was a good indication Lhai a woman wauld be p m n t  in the home pst-divorce 
(Kuninet. ai 1992569). 
l4 The lifecature for this section was found thrwgh searches atuniversity iiiraries using the foUowing 
subject headings: child custody, mihers, nmnhdd, fatherbood, M y ,  class aod p m r  and judicial 
decision-maling The obvious limiiatim with using this meihod afgaihering Monnation is that it will not 
be exhaustive. One way to cmter tbae was to also use thcnetevant sources contaiwd in the bibtiographies 
in Ihe chiid custody litmature that ihe initial searches revealed The chiid custody literaiure is quite vasf 
however, anûaodswithmany areasofspeaalizatim 



arguments and yet, her work is unrepresentative of the greater custody 

picture about which her work makes general clairns. The bulk of her 

work is based on a small sample size of contested custody cases which 

do not include unreported custody cases. Contested custody cases make 

up a small portion of custody outcornes in Canada, approximately 5%. 

This is a pervasive problem that I have encountered in reviewing the 

custody literature. Pulkingham (1999:283) also observes that "research 

on family, marriage, and divorce has tended to be based on extremely 

smail and unrepresentative samples." This, in combination with the 

focus on the mors negative side of custody determinations makes 

academic arguments about custody somewhat unbalanced. There is 

limited comparative analysis of what custody is like for 

mothers/fathers/children who are involved in more cooperative 

situations. Despite these limitations, the custody literature, specificaily 

critical ferninist literature, wiil be reviewed in this chapter. 

When delving into the English-language literature on child custody 

and access, it becomes clear that mothers' distinct experiences within 

the farnily, society and the arena of family law shape the public debates. 

The Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women (1994) note that 

k s t o d y  and access issues are connected to social attitudes about men's 

and women's appropriate rotes in the farnily and labour force; power and 

economic differentials for men and women; and systemic discrimination 

of women disadvantaged by Aboriginal status, race, ethnicity, culture, 



religion, disability and sexual orientationn (Ad Hoc Committee on 

Custody and Access Reform 1998:6). These points in turn, are discussed 

below. 

The dhct of attitudes about men's d rromeds appropriate roles 
in the family and labour force on ciirtody and nccess disputes. 

Sorenson (1995) believes that child custody awards typically exemplify 

societal views on appropriate gender-based parenting roles and that this 

trend continues to date. Fineman, in her examination of forma1 law 

surrounding custody and access in the United States, concluded that 

"formal laws governîng marriage and divorce lack clarity now when it 

cornes to family role behaviour and who has been the good wife and 

mother or husband and father, fulfilling the well-defmed roles in the 

nuclear farnily" (1995a: 158). Her research, however, demonstrates that 

formal family law and legal practice are two different things altogether. 

Although the law may not enplicitly delineate specific expectations of a 

parent, the research to date (Kline 1995; Slaughter 1995) indicates that 

there are certain gender role expectations that a parent, especiaiiy the 

mother, must fulfill before a judge wii l  grant a parent sole custody of the 

child(ren) . 

Kline (1995:1200) has noted that the "ideology of motherhood is an 

historically and culturétüy specific phenomenon, consolidated in the late 

nineteenth century in Western capitalist nations" (Backhouse 198 1; Boyd 

1989b). The ideal mother was one who was unselfish and put her 



children's needs before her own15. Srnart (1992:38) stated that the ideal 

mother was &always avaiiable to her children, she spends time with 

them, guides, supports, encourages and corrects as weli as loving and 

caring for them physically. She is also responsible for the cleanliness of 

their home environment." A woman's place, basically, was in the home, 

raising children and taking care of ali private sphere responsibilities (or 

in another service capacity like the church or domestic work). Slaughter 

(1995:73-100) argues that women are regulated/caused to mother due to 

the conditions that exist in the labour market, which include 

discrimination and labor market constraints. She argues that law as a 

discourse effectively makes these social arrangements legitimate 

(Slaughter 1995:75). Women's choice to mother, then, effectively does 

not exist. Boyd similarly argues that women are encouraged to mother 

'by a subtle system of sociaiization and economic incentives, as well as 

by continuing social assumptions that they are naturally intended for the 

n u r t u ~ g  rolea (l989:84O). 

There has been a shift in attitudes in North America about 

'mothers and working' in the past twenty years, however. The majority of 

contempomy families are comprised of working mothers and dual 

income earners, and the ideology of motherhood has grown to include 

this change in the circumstances surrounding the family. Statistics 

I5 For more on tbis assertion about how mothers are expected to be seifless and to place the needs of theü 
chiidren above theh own, cf,: Boyd 1997b:17; Boyd 1997c:256; Kline 1995; Robson 1995; M i l i i i  
19W, Fineman 1995a 



Canada (2000: 100) confinned that in 1999, most women (69%), even 

those with young children, were in the labour force or actively looking for 

work. Statistics Canada also found that 70% of dual-earner families with 

children younger than age 16 Living at home had women participating in 

the labour force (Statistics Canada 2000:98). Established images of 

family Me were no longer matching reality, Boyd (1997c:256) States that 

4.6% of dual income families had incomes that fell below the pove* line 

and that, without the fmancial contribution of the mother, the low- 

income level of these dual income families would have been even further 

reduced. Women may be working because they need to help their 

families survive fmanciaily. 

Boyd (1989b) and Kline (1995) have pointed out that although the 

ideology of motherhood now includes some forms of 'working mothers,' 

its' power in tenns of disciplining women has not weakened (Kline 

1995: 120; Boyd 1989b). In Boyd's (1997~) examination of the 'Qabji 

case, what kind of work a woman does, and how the mother's work may 

potentially affect the mother's ability to effectively raise her children, may 

sway a judge to react negatively about women's employment. Although 

this is a worthy consideration because it muy take quality time away 

fkom the children, just because a woman works should not prejudice 

courts against her receiving custody of her children. In Tyabii in 

particular, the judge was infïuenced in his decision to award the father 

custody by the fact that the mother had a particular kind of c&eer. The 



judge focussed on the particularities of her kind of work. The judge saw 

how much of her üfe was publicly profiled and took into consideration 

the potentiai consequences for the children. It was the combination of 

her career and the potentiai negative impact that a public Me can have 

on people in generai, and children specifically, which ultimately 

persuaded the judge in the Tvabii case grant custody to the father. 

In an earlier work of Boyd's (199 l) ,  she found that judges typically 

reacted negatively to mothers who were employed outside the homei6 

who fought for custody of their children. She stated that 

... it was often assumed that if the mother worked 
outside the home, she was abandoning, or at least 
neglecting, her caregiving duties; if, on the other hand, 
the father worked outside the home, he was regarded as 
a normal and 'good' father. Fathers who were involved 
at aii  with childcare were regarded as exemplary, 
whereas mothers who were stmggling to balance 
employment with caregiving were assessed as having 
unstable lives. In addition, it was often assumed that 
when both parents had worked outside the home, 
caregiving was being shared more or less equally 
bctween them, so that such parents had 'equal' claims 
to custody, at least to the limited extent that judges 
took into account past history of childcare. It was, on 
the whole, easier for mothers who appeared to conform 
to the 'stay at home' mode1 to win custody, if it was 
contested (199 1:87). 

A s  Boyd (1997~) pointed out in Tyabji, however, when women 

decide to work outside the private sphere, their p r i m q  caregiving role in 

" BOyd makes the poignant absenration that "when employed, [mothets] financiai and Lifestyle stability 
was usually assessed negatively compared to tbat offathers, not surprisingiy @en the mcistics on 
women's low pay and low stanis in the workforce and given that many women had Ahqui&d paid 
employment for some period of time when children were young" (199 l:88). 



the f d y  may come under question despite the reality that women are 

primarily responsible for the care of the children and the household 

regardless of whether they are employed or not (1997c:257; see also 

Boyd 1989b3834; Hohes 1987:3 12). This can possibly be explained by 

an eariier work of Boyd's that argued that '[jludges demonstrated little 

understanding of the difficulties of women in the labour force, let alone 

balancing employment and parenting, let alone the continuing gendered 

nature of primary parenting" (199 1:88). Simiîarly, Polikoff points out 

that 

judges, who are mostly men, often have little 
understanding of what is involved in taking daily 
p r i m q  responsibility for a child. They are therefore 
vey  impressed with the changing of a fraction of the 
number of diapers, preparing a fraction of the number 
of meals, presiding over a fraction of the number of 
baths, providing solace for a fraction of scraped knees 
and hurt feelings. Similarly mothers know that 
eauatina em~lovment with an abdication of nurturinn is 
an oversim~lification of ~arentinn functions and not a 
true reflection of contemDorarv familv life (as cited in 
Gordon 1989:260) (emphasis added). 

It is women who predominantiy take care of children. Femaie 

responsibility for the nurturing of children is devalued and rendered 

invisible by [the judiciai decision-making] process (Boyd 1989b3834; 

Thorne 1982) that fails to recognize how women %are for' children. Smart 

(199 1:488-9) neatiy outiines how Carol Gfigan's work on the masculine 

and the ferninine form of moral reasoning contributed to the formulation 

of moral questions concerning the practices of caring. Distinctions are 

made bebveen 'caring about' and 'caring for'. 'Carhg about' is what 



philosophem have concemed themselves with in regard to typical moral 

issues and karing for' typically has been left out of the moral debate as it 

involves the physical work of caring. She argues that mothers do not 

have a legitimate way of sociaily expressing this either as work or as a 

moral practice. She claims that fathers can use the Iegitimate mode of 

'caring about' children 'to produce a sentimental rush of concern and 

can be instrumental in producing legislative reformsn (Smart 199 13489). 

Smart (1991) and Boyd (1997~) argue that there is an increased 

emphasis on the visibility of men 'caring for' children in a rnanner similar 

to the mother. A s  Boyd States, 'there is tremendous pressure on women 

to prove that they care about children by caring for them. Smart (as 

cited in Boyd 1997c) claims that 'men can more easily convince others, 

such as judges and mediators, that they %are about' their children 

without necessarily doing the service work."" 

Boyd (1997~) and Holmes (1987) argue that women and men do 

not start on cqual footing eithcr culturally or legally and that the 

standards that fathers are judged by are totally different'a (Holmes 

1987:3 13). Because men are regarded as breadwinners, they are 

expected to work and that is their familial contribution. If they go 

'' Gordon (1989:267) simiiariy argues that "the work of parenhg has been presented in a way which 
downplays or hides the amount of wotk and numuing women conaiuk to raishg children Debate has 
tended to fonis on issues of fairness amund content which is highly visible and can be dramaiicaliy 

anted". 
P ' ~ o ~ s u g g e s c s t h a t i t i s ~ o f  tospaicofa "Woricinghtber". ~ a m ~ e r w o r i s i m v m r , ~ i r  
regarded as a pan-time rnother. 'XecogniPng, and thereby rewarding, tathas for parenting care during 
maniage is a concept remarkably devoid of equaiity" (HoImes l98T3 13). 



beyond that familial duty, 'any activity that they perform in the private 

sphere of home and family is therefore regarded as somewhat 'actra' to 

the normal expectations of them" (Boyd 1989b:834). 

Edward Kruk has done extensive work on patterns of fatherhood 

during and after marriage and has found that in the view of fathers 

(66%), view that there is no ciifference between the role of fathers and 

mothers in their relationship pre-divorce. Fathers generally viewed their 

participation in their children's lives to be high despite the fact that 

Kruk's own statistics confm that paternal involvement in child care and 

child rearing in infant care tasks were low in cornparison to the mothers. 

Where fathers scored high was playhg with the children (50%) and 

lulling the baby to sleep (50%). In terms of basic meal preparation and 

basic needs like taking the baby to the doctor, the statistics were 20% 

and 20% respectively. As  Kmk states, however, 

although their behaviour may suggest that their 
occupational role is primary (based on the relative 
amount of t h e  invested) , fathers ovemrhelmingly 
reported deriving greater satisfaction from their family 
and children than from their work or other roles 
(1993: 19). 

Boyd has argued throughout her work that there is a higher 

standard of parenting expected of women and that if mothers tarnish 

their mother image or deviate h m  that standard, custody could go to 

the fathers especidiy if he demonstrates that he goes beyond the cal1 of 

duty in the family and actualiy 'cares about' the children (cf. Boyd 

1989:833). Reconceptualizing fatherhood has Ied to an increase in 



'seductive* rights rhetoric vs. revisioning (Fineman 1995a: 199). Bertoia 

and Drakich point out that fathers' rights groups have contributed to 

'restructuring' child custody laws and practices. Unfortunately for 

women, "the seduction of equality obscures the contradictory and 

statisticaiiy supported reaiities of the divorce, child custody, and 

parenting experiences of divorced mothers and fathers" (1993593). 

The effects of pawst and sconomic dlnarentiah for men and women 
in the custody uem. 

According to Statistics Canada's compilation of custody orders gathered 

from the Central Registry of Divorce Proceedings in 199519, mothers 

received sole custody in approximately 68% of cases; fathers, on the 

other hand, received sole custody in 11% of the cases. Joint custody was 

issued in approximately 2 1% of the cases. An important caveat must be 

stated at this point. Statistics Canada notes that both the number of 

custody orders and the number of dependent children involved in divorce 

situations are underrepresented. These problems are cited in Statistics 

Canada's annual Divorces publication in the Data Quality Section: 

Data relating to child custody and dependent children, 
however, are not complete, because some court offices 
do not always provide data elements pertaining to child 
custody, and because not all child custody 
arrangements are pursuant to a court order. In cases 
in which the parties reached a decision about custody 
of the children beforehand and the court did not have to 
adjudicate, the children may not be entered into the 
reconi of divorce. Consequently, the total number of 
custody orders and the total number of dependent 

l9 See Stahis of Women, h a & .  Family Mediarion in Canada: Implications for Women's Equdity, 
Match 1998:13. 



children affected by divorce are underestimated by the 
divorce registration data (as cited in Status of Women, 
Canada. Family Mediation in Canada: Implications for 
Women's Equality 1998: 12). 

It could be implied from the statistics that women occupy a 

priviieged position when it cornes to obtaining custody of their children. 

Brophy points out that you cannot understand both why and how 

women get custody of the children by just looking at the dispute 

outcomes between the parents (l985:gg). 

Approximately 90-96% of custody cases are determined out of 

court and, in their decisions, judges sirnply attempt to maintain the 

current status quo of the family. In most cases, this means that the 

mother will continue to perform the p r i m q  caregiving responsibilities 

that she performed throughout the marriage. The statistical picture, 

then, does not indicate a favouritism on the part of the courts towards 

Brophy claims that the arguments surrounding the debate that 

courts favour mothers and that fathers are being relegated to the 

masgins have 'not been clearly substantiated" (1985: 100). The tmth is, 

we know very little about why these decisions are made. What she 

argues instead is that weLfarist discourses are being used 'to justifv and 

endorse practices which can be better understood within the context of 

the current backlash against women in famïly law" (1985:98). The 

epitome of the backlash against women, and mothers in particular, in 

custody disputes is most explicit in the 'fathers nghts" movement which 



utilizes both equality and rights rhetoric in their arguments to obtain 

custody. 

Mothers and fathers, both separately and as parents, do not corne 

before the law as ungendered bearers of abstracted legal rights; they are 

beings subjectively committed to identitie s (fathet/ mother, 

husband/wife). Within the institutions of marnage and parenthood they 

might find themselves both powerful and powerless. The law, however, 

has privileged certain categories of men and women and excluded others 

in terms of the discussion around rights. Smart suggests that 

"motherhood is always already construc ted as antithetical to claims 

based on 'rights', whilst these [rights claims were legitimate] if made by 

fathers or on behalf of children" (199 l:49O). Further, 'mothers who 

%are for' have no legitimate voice unless they speak the language of equal 

rights (for fathers) or welfare (for children)" (Smart 199 1:498; Boyd 1996; 

Fineman 1995a). 

Feminist custody and access literature in the 1980's and early 

1990's started to deal with the silencing of women's mother's claims in 

the legal arena (Holmes 1987; Brophy 1985; Drakich 1989; Bertoia and 

Drakich 1993; Fineman 1988; Brophy and Smart 1985, Smart 1991; 

Boyd 1989,199 1; Gavigan 1988). Particular attention was paid to how 

iiberal feminists' arguments for equaiity between the sexes, in 

combination with the introduction of the Charter, left many mothers high 

and dry when it came to demonstrating in the court, using legal 



languageao, that it was in the best interests of the children to remain 

with the mother (Boyd 1989a; Boyd 1995:355; Smart 199 1; Bertoia and 

Drakich 1993). 

A s  discussed earlier, women's work 'caring for' their children went 

unrecognized in the new legal arena as 'individuals [were], in theory, 

expected to bear the costs of the effects of their choices" (Klein as cited in 

Boyd 1989a: 123). This did not equate to equality of the sexes in the 

custody mena as the unequal bargaining power of the individuals 

participating (Le., the mother and the father) was ignored (cf. Boyd 

1989a; Brophy and Smart 1985; Holmes 1987; Fineman 1995a). Men 

became empowered and utilized legal language to argue and demonstrate 

that they participated in the raising and the 'caring about' the childrenzl. 

A s  Drakich states, 

Father rightists and the groups that represent them use 
equality concepts to promulgate the notion that 
[some/many] fathers are being treated unfairly by the 
legal system governing divorce, child custody, child 
access, property distribution, and support payments. 
They use this rhetoric to legitimate their lobbying efforts 
on behalf of increasing the power and control available 
to fathers after divorce (1993:593). 

Drakich (1989, 1993) argues that father's rights groups were 

remarkably influential in terrns of restructuring both child custody 

20 Boyd (1995345) argues îhat h u g h  "gender equality in childrearing, we have lost a le@ (and possiily 
even a social) language for hearuig the wo& of mothers or for understanding the carùig work that they 
continue Co perfonn-" 
21 WWe men becameempawered by the incorporation of this 'carhg about' children language, women 
expcriend "conflict and conaadiction generated ... by negative images of motherhood and moiherhg" 
( F Ï Î  1995:70). Fieman termed this the "Neutered Mother!' 



practices and law and divorce (1993:592; see also Drakichl989; Fineman 

1995)22. These activists used custody law principles and mobilized them 

alongside assorted psychological discourses to effectively argue that a 

"new fathe?' was emerging and that children needed this new father 

post-divorce. Smart (1989a: 13-15) argues that the new father was 

becoming ever present in legal arguments for custody of the children 

promulgated by psychological experts and in popular imagery, conveying 

the notion that the father is a man (a 'biological begettei' as Smart 

terrns it) with rights. 

Bertoia and Drakich (1993) interviewed 32 members of a fathers' 

rights group in Ontario (and took notes on over 100 fathers' rights group 

participants who were observed). They deterrnined that fathers' rights 

groups typicaiiy take "personal troubles and recast them as issues of 

equality and rights" (1993:611). This falls in line with Coltrane and 

Hiclunan's thesis that fathers had a tendency to t a .  private troubles 

and 'convert them into symbolic representations of larger social 

probiemsn (l992:4 16); that is, fathers were helpless victims of a biased 

system that was not letting them gain custody of or access to their 

child(ren1. Statistically, this is not the case for fathers. As Bertoia and 

We can also observe today just how powemii and influenthi fatbers' rights groups are in terms of gettuig 
their speci6c concem mgnized, -aüy when one examines the repott published by the Joint Semte 
Cornmittee on Custady and Access. F a t h '  righîs interests and concerus dominated the mandate &the 
project aiad &ectively den& the womens' groups that also attended the bearings/meetings. Although the 
purpose ofthe report was laudable on its surfàce, it did not &ires concerus by women who moiher. 
The report is deemed problematic as a result 



Drakich (1993599) point out, mothers and fathers in contested custody 

cases receive custody equally. They also cite another study that recorded 

contested custody cases in another (unspecified) juridiction that stated 

that fathers received custody 74% of the time in Provincial court and 

9 1% of the t h e  in Supreme Court. This would lead one to conclude that 

it is in fact fathers who enjoy the lumiry of bias in the legal system as it 

pertahs to obtaining custody of their children in contested custody 

cases. 

In fact, Kunin, Ebbesen, and Konechni (1992) argue that the 

likelihood of fathers obtaining custody signifîcantly increased with the 

number of hearings. Drakich and Bertoia also found that fathers did not 

want sole custody and 'were motivated by self-serving interests rather 

than a desire for equality - whether we interpret equality as equal 

opportunity to obtain sole custody or equal responsibility for children" 

(1993598). They concluded that 'indeed, fathers want to play a role in 

their children's lives; but for most, that role is merely a continuation of 

their pre-divorce role of the traditional father who exercises his power 

and control" (Bertoia and Drakich l993:6 13; cf. Smart l989b). Kruk 

(1993) on the other hand, argues that most fathers wish to have more 

contact with their children but contact depends mostly on the ex-Me's 

encouragement of contact. 

Smart (1989: 10-21) states that the advent of the "new father," both 

culturally and legaiiy, subordinates women, especialiy when it cornes to 



shared parenting. She states that mothers % o q  that they have 

conceded legal powers in a context in which they are socialiy and 

economically disadvantaged in comparison with their male partners" 

(1989: 17). She also recognizes that fathers will increase their control 

over women through the enhancement of fathers' rights (1989: 19). 

Ultimately, Smart argues that women have to contextualize their familial 

needs in a legally legitimate package that attempts to counter the 

oppressive fatherhood ideologies that currently exist. 

Kline's (1995) work on custody law in the United States and 

Bourque's work in Canada (1995) follow the same premise: even though 

the f d y  has been eclipsed as an important foundational patriarchal 

structure, a reconstituted patriarchy exists in custody law today. Single 

mothers are deemed dangerous by law and social policy (cf., Kline 1995) 

and threaten the current social order. Bourque (1995:l) argues that the 

judiciary, in placing the fathers' need to have access to their children as 

a priority, a scenario that is problematic in abuse cases (cf., Boyd 1996; 

Boyd 1993336; Zarb 1994; Clark 1990). In non-abuse cases, Knik 

(1993) has argued that enforcing paternal contact post-divorce is 

beneficial for fathers and their children as it helps them develop stronger 

and more meaningful ties with each other. 

Bourque (1995) and Zarb (1994) delineate how mothers are in a 

no-win situation concerning the reporting of m a l  abuse cases which 

irnpiicate the fathers. A mother is damned if she does or does not report 



potential abuse: 'In either case, a mother places her o m  chances of 

gaining custody of the child at risk" (Zarb 1994: 107). Sorenson 

(1995:252) cautioned women clairning abuse: a mother must be careful 

because if a charge is proven to be unfounded, the accuser may not get 

custody due to being judged as uncooperative or unstable, Although 

Boyd (1995334) emphasises that women cannot be generalized as 

Wndictive, lying mothers who are undeserving of custody," the reality is 

that there is a backiash due to those mothers who do claim 

unsubstantiated abuse (cf. JSCCA 1998:78-86). 

Bourque argues that problems of child sexual abuse go deeper 

than whether or not the accuser is credible. She argues that "even in 

cases where abuse is believed [by the judiciaryl, access is still granted 

and paternal rights are still affiirmed" (l995:2 1). Zarb's research does 

not present as dramatic a conclusion as Bourque's but it does still 

support the premise that contact with an abuser may still be better than 

no contact at dl. 

Clark (1990) discusses the difficulties that battered women endure 

in order to maintain the appearance that she is 'the friendly parent'Q3 by 

facilitating contact with their abuser and the children. She argues that 

" The ü i e d y  parent pmvision reads as foiiows: 
In making a variau'ua order varying a custody order, the court shall give effect to the 
principle rbat a chiid of the niarnage shouid have as much contacc with each former 
spouse as is consistent with the best interests of the child and, for that pirpose, where the 
variation order maid grant custody of the chüd to a person who h s  not currentiy have 
custody, the cwrt shaü take into consideration the willingness ofthar person to facüitate 
such contact (as cited in Qaik I990:706). 



the friendly parent rule is controllhg and that it forces the mother to 

bear the burden of explainhg to the judge why she is reluctant to allow 

any visitation. The underlying premise of her work is that the better 

parent in abuse situations (which usually is the mother), has relatively 

less bargaining power. 

Apart from abuse issues, when bargaining power is couched in 

equal rights discourses and tied to the notion of patriarchy, it has been 

demonstrated by researchers that women do not enjoy the sarne benefits 

that men do in the custody arena (Delorey 1989; Smart 1989b; Smart 

199 1; Boyd 1989a; Bourque 1995). Boyd's (1989a) work delineates the 

potential perils of extending the equality assumption supposedly existing 

in the legal arena to the wider social and economic context. She sees an 

inherent danger in this because judges 

. . . may ignore real differences in the Me situations of 
most mothers and fathers by first assuming the social 
and economic equality of women and men, and then 
applying apparently gender neutral standards such as 
'stability" and acont inui~ which may prejudice the 
chances of mothers in k ing awarded custody 
(1989a: 124). 

Further, Boyd argues that if judges decide to employ the ideology 

of equality, then they may be swayed to give fathers an =equal" chance to 

parent ljust like mothers), if they were willing to try. This on its surface 

is not harmful or undesireable but it is not the parents' 'desire' to parent 

that should be regarded but the parents' ability and past reality that 



should be considered when deciding who should provide continued d a  

care of the children. 

As Boyd points out, judges have a tendency to evaluate the 

behaviour of mothers and fathers differently based on traditional and 

differing expectations of fathers and mothers (1989a: 12 5). Boyd's 

(1997~) andysis of the Tyabji case demonstrates how that particular 

judge used and evaluated the behaviour of both the mother and the 

father in relation to how their individuai lives affected the best interests 

of the children. At the same tirne, the primary focus of the judge's 

assessrnent and investigation consisted of deIving into the mother's Me. 

Despite the fact that it was demonstrated that the mother was the 

primary caregiver of the children, custody was awarded to the father. 

McBean sirnilarly extends a word of caution in the custody debate 

surroundhg the dangers of using equality rights. 

. . . in custody cases, the sex-neutral standard of the 
best interests of the child can m a t e  a pro-father 
situation: the father can usuaily provide more 
economic security for the children, and, because he 
often has not been involved in primaq caretaking of 
chiidren, he has not had the opportunity to make any 
childrearing mistakes (1987: 190 as cited in h y d  and 
Sheehy 1989~258). 

Systemic dhcriminatioii of women âhdvantaged by Abodgid 
statou, nce, ethddQ, culture, religion, dirsibility, and sexual 
orientation iP the custody usna. 

Feminist theorists h m  the 1970's to the eariy 1990's had discriminatory 

shortcomings in their research on child custody. This is primarily due to 

their la& of investigating women h m  muItiple perspectives. These 



perspectives include: race, ethnicity, culture, religion, disability, single 

motherhood, and sexual orientation. The dominant child custody 

literature was primarily written and analyzed from the standpoint of 

white, middle-class, professionai women in North America and England. 

Only recently has the research on child custody recognized the need to 

incorporate a varied perspective analysis (cf; Mowff 1997; Boyd 1996; 

Kline 1995). The view from the window of the white "oppressed woman 

is not sufficent. 

Marlee Kline established her scholarly presence in welfare 

literature which is intimately related to custody literature. She 

chdenged other academics in the field to examine the current 

epistemologicai shortcomings in the child custody literature to date. 

Kline, for example, helped Susan Boyd (one of the most influential 

and groundbreaking writers on custody in Canada) to discover that she 

was overlooking racialized identity in her investigations on custody 

disputes. Boyd, in her 1996 work, acknowledged the shortcomings of 

her previous work and stated that it was important to incorporate the 

"experiences of women of colour and aboriginal women (as) they might 

reveai different problems and different ideologies at play" (1996528). 

While Boyd (1996) recognized the possible shortcomings of her 



previous worP4, she also offered an alternate explanation as to why 

earlier research on farnily law and child custody focused on white 

women, which, in turn, produced over-generalized conclusions about 

women involved in custody disputes. She states: 

Authors criticizing eariier feminist work on family law 
and custody correctiy noted that this work focused on 
the experience of white women in the legal system and 
over-generalized certain conclusions. Many reasons 
exist for this partial focus. For instance, the vast 
majority of reported cases in Canadian family law 
involve white people, due to the greater percentage of 
white people in the population, and possibly also the 
fact that white people may feel more cornfortable than 
people of colour resorting to the court system to cesolve 
family disputes. A s  a resuit of a narrow research focus 
involving official records, for example, reported cases, 
ferninist research imaginations were also limited 
(1996:498). 

Boyd (1996)25 points out, however, that we must not abandon our 

investigative search of white mothers involved in custody disputes as it 

could be useful in explainhg how non-white mothers are seen as less 

deserving from the start. She asserts that 

These ideologies (or discourses) of motherhood may not, 
however, be independent. The relationship between the 
nuclear family nom and capitalist economic structures 
means that a dominant ideology of motherhood, based 
on elements of the experience of (some if not dl) white 
women, informs the (negative) assessment of [non- 
white] mothers (Roberts, 1993). Thus, a woman's race 
and class, arnong other factors, affect the way she is 

" in 1995, Boyd ptoduced a pper criticking the Depanment of Justice's public discussion paper on 
custody and access. in this work she bcgan to touch upon tbc necd "to hear the voices of various groups af 
women" (1999348). She bridy commenied on how exploratiom Uito how cusiody law had a Wereatial 
impact on women who came noni varying races, ciasses, and sexualities was in its infancy- 
25 Kline (l989:l3 1,133 as cited in Boyd 1996529) also acknowledged the importance af d g  white 
motherhood as an invcsîigativt staning point wbtaewminulg haw non-white women arejudged in the 
legal system. 



assessed in relation to the dominant normative mode1 
(1996:529: cmphasis in original). 

Kline's (1995) work highlights how First Nation women, when vying for 

custody of their children, are particularly vulnerable to being cast in a 

negative light in the courts. Although she states that judges are sensitive 

at tirnes to First Nation women's particular situations, those cases where 

sensitivity is recognized and displayed is the exception in custody and 

welfare cases (1995: 124). She states that "as a consequence of 

colonialist oppression and different cultural noms, [First Nation women] 

do not always meet the dominant cultural and middle-class expectations 

that constitute the ideology of motherhood (1995: 119). She observes 

two tendencies that operate in conjunction with other processes to shape 

the final results arrived at by courts. 

First, judges focus on and blame individual First Nation 
mothers for the difficulties they face, without 
recognizing the roots of those difficulties in the history 
and current structures of colonialism and racial 
oppression. Second, the dominant ideology of 
motherhood operates to impose dominant cultural 
values and practices in relation to child raising on First 
Nations, and correspondingly to devalue concerns and 
practices of First Nations in this context (Kline 
1995: 123; emphasis in original). 

Although Kline's writing focuses primarily on First Nation women, she 

claims that women who are not from dominant groups in society may 

more likely to be considered unfit. Kline (1995: 120) daims that 

depending on a woman's social location, a woman can be deemed to be 

fit or unfit to mother. She states that when women are considered to be 



unfit (for example, single heterosexuai women, lesbians, and/or disabled 

women), and they do decide to "have and raise children, it is difncult, if 

not impossible, for them to meet the societai image of the good mother" 

(1995: 12 1). 

Roberts' (1995) fmdings on racism, patriarchy and black mothers 

in custody matters are similar to Kline's. Roberts cited how popular 

mythology of the Black womatP, rooted in slavery, portrayeci Black 

women "as less deserving of motherhood (1995:230), and this myth 

persists both in law and U.S. white middle-class belief systems 

(1995:230), Black women's lives are more often legally regulated and 

supemised by many institutions, including social workers, government 

officiais and judges, because of the application "of culturally biased 

standards to Black families" (Roberts 1995:23 1). 

Mosoff (1997; 1995) exarnined mothers with mental health 

histories. While she claims that the majority of such mothers generally 

lose custody cases, in those cases that actually succeed, judges arraign 

with "an ongoing watchful eye of [either] a psychiatrist or a psychologist" 

(1995: 135 and 142). She claims that "[pjeople with mental illnesses are 

Accordhg to Roberts, the myth is as foilows: 
One of the most prevalent images of slave women was as the character of Jezebel, a 
woman governeci by her sexual desires @. White 1985:28-29). The ideological constnict 
of the licentious Jezebel legitimated white men's sexual abuse of Black womenand 
denned Black women as the opposite of the ideal mother. JQebel conüadicted tbe 
prwailing image of the Tme Woman, who was Waious, pure, and white. The myth of 
the sexually loose, impure Black woman was deliberately and systematically pecpeluated 
after shvery ended and in Amencan culture today (Ornalade 1989:16). 

Robens' 1995 work also discusses how the ideology of the asexual and materaal Black "Mammy placed no 
vaiue in B W  women as the mothers of their own chüdrenn (230) despite the k t  that these Mammies 
were regarded as "the embodiment of the patnarchai ideal' (1995:230). 



often perceived [as] incomprehensible, unpredictable, and dangerous" 

(1995: 142). She argues that the law (in combination with legal experts, 

psychiatric experts and other mechanisms of the state) aii work to create 

a presumption that women with psychiatric disabilities vying for custody 

of their children are not fit. In fact, she claims that women with 

psychiatric disabilities and in need of assistance27 oftentimes "act in 

ways that may be antithetical to ideal motherhood (Mosoff 1997:237). 

The ideology of motherhood embodies the notion that a 
good mother is entirely unselfish and prescribes an 
ideal motherly temperament that is patient at al1 times 
and never angry (Wearing 1984,72). Ideological 
demands for autonomy and selfiessness create special 
problems for mothers with psychiatric disabilities 
because of conflicting requirements of being a 'good' 
mother and a 'good' patient In contrast to the 
expectation of motherly selflessness, an ideal patient of 
the mental health system should be introspective and 
self absorbed in an effort to get better.. . . .The stark 
reality is that mothers with psychiatric disabilities are 
rarely able to meet the demands of autonomy and 
selflessness2~ (1997:237). 

Mothers with psychiatric disabilities then, are different from the 'average' 

mother (Mosoff 1997:246) and it is these differences that are often used 

It should be ~ t e d  here that women in need of psychiatnc assistance are usuaily receiving this assistance 
h m  the very experts who will be determinhg whether she is fit to mother or not. 'Thedore. it is mughly 
the same voice of aulhority that pmnounces a woman as mentally disordered and that forecasts the ri* for 
her child's well-being" (Mosoff 1997:229). 
28 Milhi(19i7:293) makes a simiiiu argument in hec @sis of Iesbiaa mothets She argues that 
judges see a lesbian mother as, in fact, choosiag to be a lesbian and in exemsing tbat "choice," she is being 
seffish and putiing the child at ri&. This, of course, goes against one of the core tenets of good mothering. 
The mothets selnsh intentions are then recast iato arguments that question her ability to vuly be a good 
mother lookùig out for the best intetests of her chüdren. 



by courts and various experts to the mother's disadvantagezg. 

Although custody literahue often includes discussion on the role of 

single mothers in various welfarist discourses, it is Fineman who is 

credited with the initial investigation into the single mother and how the 

single mother and related poverty discourses potentially impact custody 

decisions. Although her data are from the US., the results are both 

applicable in Canada and highly useful in any custody analysis, 

Fineman clairns that "motherhood as a legal construct is signifkantly 

dserent today than it was at the beginning of the century," and that 

motherhood continues to be "the basis for discrimination and 

devaluation" (Fineman 1995a:28). This rings tme in her examination of 

single women, divorce and poverty discourses in the United States. 

Fineman (1995a) has argued that now untraditional forms of 

motherhood are considered pathological and deviant. She argues that 

through this stigmatizing process 

any kind of parenting outside of the context of a two- 
parent, traditionai famiiy is susceptible to legal 
regulation and supervision. Mother and child alone are 
incomplete and insufficient - the cause and 
perpetuators of social decay and decline (1995a:68). 

Further, Fineman claims that 

maritai status is definitional - single motherhood is 
synonymous with deviant motherhood. This connection 
between singleness and deviancy is clear in the rhetoric 

79 1 want to be clear tbat the feminist literaturP is not claimiag that all morhers with psychiatnc disabilities 
deserve to have custody of the children solely because they are the mothers. Sometimes it is in the 
children's best interpsts to not be with the motber1 fâîher with a psychiaûic disability. What the Literature 
makes clear, however, is tbat just because a person has a psycùïatnc disability, kat inaad of itseif should 
not preclude a motha (or a fàtha) h m  obtaining an order for custody of or access to their child(rea). 



used to generate and articulate the societal 
consequences associated with the increased numbers of 
single mothers (Fineman 1995a: 10 1- 102). 

Fineman (1995:216) argues that single mothers have become the face of 

poverty, and al1 social disintegration of the family and society supposedly 

rests on remedying the problem of the mother being single. Although 

this may be an overstatement on Fineman's part, as she does not go into 

detail as to the many other factors that cause social decay, she argues 

that the core issue is the missing male: the courts ûy to 'legaily coerce" 

the re-establishment of a paternal presence to 'metaphysically' complete 

the famiy structure (1995a: 10 1; 1995b:206,222; see also Boyd 

1996:530-53 1).30 With this in mind, and with marriage continuing to be 

"the key determinant of 'stabilityt, single, unmarried and lesbian mothers 

will face harsher evaluations" (Boyd 1996534). This conclusion by Boyd 

is highly speculative, however, as it is very difficult to predict future 

parentai evaiuations of any particular group in the legal arena. Arnup 

(1984:3 1) quotes Nan Hunter and Nancy Polikoff, two early writers on 

lesbian custody: 

The attempts to deprive lesbian mothers of custody 
must be considered in the perspective of an historicai 
pattern of punishing independent or political women in 
declaring them to be unfit mothers and taking their 
children .. .. There are millions of women who face a 
daily threat of Iosing their children: welfare mothers, 
incarcerated mothers, heterosexual mothers who are 
not married to theh sexual partuers, or even sometimes 

A paeallel c m  be drawn here between work wriaen on Joint Custady (cf.; Holmcs 1987) and Fmemanis 
arguments of how the law wouid like to have a hilm hide  or outside of the context of marriage (Hoimes 
19873 11) and that this ideal shouid be one a s c r i i  to wheoever possibIe. 



mothers with jobs outside of their homes. The lesbian 
mother deviates most from the patriarchal standard and 
so presents the greatest threat to male supremacy. 

As  Arnup argues, the lesbian mother poses a double threat to traditional 

sex roles and to rejecting heterosexual nuclear family life and these 

threats are significant considerations in the determination of custody for 

a lesbian mother. 

Robson (1995: lO6), in her research on lesbian mothers and 

custody clairns, finds that when fathers litigate and attempt to gain 

custody of their children, they have a higher chance of succeeding, as the 

law prefers the child to "grow up in a state approved and conventional 

family . " 
Gavigan (l993:6 IO), Brophy (1985: 104-105) and Arnup 

1989; 1984) have al written extensively on how there has been an explicit 

focus by government, law and legal institutions to legitimize a single 

heterosexual identity as being the only legitimate family form. A s  

Gavigan notes, this "ensures that ail those people living outside these 

legally and ideologicaliy created noms are constructed as devianttt 

(1993:610), or dangerous (Millibank 1997), a threat (Arnup 1984) or 

'lesser than' (Herman 1994:45). Arnup and Boyd (1995:78) basicdy 

argue that "marriage, the center point of family law, is clearly 

heterosexual in its 'opposite sex' requirement, although litigation is 

chailenging this irnperative." in fact, even the Joint Senate cornmittee on 



Custody and Access (1998) argues that sexual orientation should not be 

a basis for discrimination for any parent vying for custody. 

There have been changes in family law and divorce proceedings 

that have benefited lesbians and gay men vying for custody of their 

children. Boyd (1997d) and Arnup (1989) acknowledge that custody law 

has moved away from fault-based detenninations that held that the 

conduct of the parent was relevant (including semial conduct). Past 

conduct is only taken into consideration if its relevance can be shown to 

affect the parenting of a child. Custody law now takes a nemis approach 

that only introduces sexual orientation of the parent if apparent harm to 

the child is proven or if it conflicts with the best interests of the child 

(Boyd 1997d:134). Although this seems appealing at the outset, Boyd 

argues that claims by lesbian and gay parents do not always derive the 

benefit from this 'modern approach' to custody determinations as it is 

often applied inconsistently (Boyd 19976: 136; see also Arnup 1989, 

1984; Millibank 1997; Brophy 1985). 

Although lesbian and gay men have had some success with 

semantic shifts so that the dominant group must defend normalcy 

(Herman 1994:93), gays and lesbians have encountered difficulties. 

Brophy (1985:104) argues that "scnitiny and surveillance of women's 

sexual behaviour continues to play a part in [lesbian] custody disputes." 

She claims that, given legal ambiguity, the best interests of the child 

principle can be intmduced to "reveal that she fds short of the idealised 



but mythicai mother figure of the community . .. a practice w u ,  

theoretically at least, divorce law is said to be rejecting" (Brophy 

198% 105). Thus, lesbian mothers often fail the fitness test not due to 

iack of matemal cornpetence31 but because of how the welfare principle 

is interpreted (Brophy 1985: 104-5). A s  Arnup (1984; 1989) has 

demonstrated in her work 

a mother's sexual orientation is not the determining 
factor; more important is what she 'does' with it. If she 
is discreet, if she lives like a hetemsemial single parent 
so that no one will suspect her lesbianism if she raises 
her children according to the traditional values of 
society, then a lesbian can indeed be a fit parent. She 
can therefore be permitted to retain custody of her 
children (1984:249). 

Millibank's research tends to confîict with h u p ' s ,  however, as she 

argues that no part of a Iesbian's life is shielded from the judiciai gaze 

and that, inevitably, her lesbianism will not be regarded as a neutral or a 

positive factor when determining custody of a child (1997:28 1,283). She 

argues that rnimicking heterosexual relationships wiii sometimes 

contaminate a judge's decision and quite possibly could indicate that 

they are not proper mothers (l997:284,292). The research on lesbian 

mothers al1 points to the fact that although the law, government and the 

judiciary is becoming progressive, a heterosexist bias still exists in 

custody law32 that lesbian mothers cannot mer attain. 

In facS Bmphy (l98S:lO4-5) aqgm that %th weIEire reports and the judichy fkqueotly comment on 
the quality and wannîh of the relationship behvecn the motber and cbild(~n).~ 
fi Cf- Fraser* al 1995; Boyd 1997; Cooperand kman 1991; M i l h i  1997; Robson1995; Arnup 
1984,1989; Finensau 19951; 1995b; Rich 1980) 



Conclusions: Horr the r ~ e w c h  &pas the debate on rrhat 
conrtitutea the iddom of mothexhooâ. 

In Fineman's introduction to Mothers in Law (1995b:xii), she contends 

that "all women should care about the content of the social and legal 

construction of motherhood ...[ as it is].. .central to the social and legal 

definition of woman." Aithough motherhood is occupied by women, it is 

"defmed by core concepts of patriarchai ideology" (1995a: 124-125). 

Therefore, Fineman (1995b) argues that if you live up ta ideological 

expectations, you gain the right to privacy and freedom from control and 

supenrision, and that women should attempt to "dismantle the ideology 

that had excluded them" (Fineman 1995a:37) in order to fight the law's 

consemative function of txying to "fit new situations into old paradigms" 

(Fineman 1995b:xii). Boyd dso claims that "even when mothers won [a 

custody battle) the reasons that judges used to justify their decisions 

often reinforced traditional expectations of women which limit their 

choices" (199 1:90). Throughout al1 the custody literature, the ideology of 

motherhood has played an important role in how mothers are regulated 

and disciplined through the legd arena. Sheiiey Gavigan warns that, 

[Ilt is critical that we anaiyze both the form of the legal 
regulation and the ideological content that infuses that 
form. The utility of ideology as an analytic device is 
that it helps us understand a concept's appeal and hold 
on Our captured hearts and constrained imaginations, 
and the fact that one's sense of social reality finds 
resonance (1995: 105). 

The ideology of motherhood, then, seems to be an important investigative 

tool when examining women involved in custody disputes. During the 



last decade, however, several researchers have called this into question, 

and have sought to instead address the utility of postmodern discourse 

analysis in custody disputes (Boyd 199 1,1996; Fineman 199Sa, 1995b; 

Gavigan 1995, see also Kellough 1996). 

In an early work of Boyd (199 1) , she exarnined how postmodern 

challenges of discourse anaiysis related to her investigations of custody, 

law, family and state. She asserts that despite certain challenges, a 

feminist analysis that incorporates ideology into an understanding of the 

custody problematic is still beneficial. Although she contends that 

"there seems to be some slippage in the usage of the tenns ideology and 

discourse ...[ and that] in concrete analysis, there may often be very little 

difference in practice" (1991:95), she does place some stock in using 

discourse analysis when examining custody disputes such as "the 

heterogeneity of discourses on femininity, masculinity and sexuaiity, 

[and] multiple and somehes  conflicting discourses on womanhood and 

motherhood" (1996:528). 

Fineman (1995b:2 19) argues that ideology is much more complex 

and convoluted in its constitutional makeup of concepts, symbols and 

belief systems than simple rhetoric about motherhood. She argues that 

ideology links discourses to power and that discourses contain implicit 

elements of an underlying ideology. Although the dominant ideology of 

motherhood may have "to adapt to twentieth-century shifts in 

expressions of sexuality and redefinitions of gender roles ... the 



fundamental composition and nature of the core images remain 

constant" (1995b:2 17). 

An examination of motherhood in terms of its changing 
manifestations reveals that patriarchy as an ideology is 
elastic. It has adapted to ostensibly challenging 
discourses, absorbing seemingly significant challenges 
whiîe ensuring the relatively undisturbed continuation 
of power distributions with the family structure 
(Fineman 1995b:220-22 1). 

Fineman argues that traditional family forms have difficulties staying 

intact, and given a rising divorce rate, patriarchy is in a state of "crisis." 

Fineman (1995b:22 1) also asserts that despite this "crisis," "joint custody 

and the ideal of shared parenting have ensured continued male control 

over children and, through them, over their mothers even as divorce has 

become available virtualiy on demand" (Fineman 199 la). 

Although writing on abortion, KeUough similarly argues that 

ideology is a useful investigative tool in understanding womens "struggle 

and for situating it within the broader institutional practices that 

systematically reproduce gender inequality" (l996:S). She argues that 

gaining an analytical understanding of the inseparability of concepts 

from that which they explain broadens our understanding of the 

dynamics by which one group in society can systernically assert 

domination over another. 

Kellough's arguments shed light on the ideological bedrock of 

social reality. She daims that, although ideological domination may act 



as a constra.int, points of intersecting discursive contradictions will 

always be apparent, thus, ideolcgicai domination can never be total 

(l996:4- 13). Her analysis helps us understand how women's lives, 

speciiïcaily those who mother, can be explallied within a conventionai 

discourse by bringing together ideology and discourse anaiysis. It is 

through this analysis that I am able to understand the inconsistencies 

and contradictions that are found in dominant ideological formations of 

women who mother. 

Although Zhao (1993:82) argues that "[tlhe study of ideology may 

now exist in a state of crisis," Boyd intirnates that we must not jettison 

the concept of ideology in favour of examinhg discourses (1996:528; 

1991). Although she claims that postmodernist approaches are useful 

antidotes to overly broad theoretical generalizations (in that they 

acknowledge the validity of knowledge being fragmented and partial), she 

still argues that a feminist politics, or a feminist standpoint (Boyd 

199 1:85) must be retained so that subjugated mothers can have a voice 

in the literature in order to convey their own experiences. Similarly, 

Gavigan argues that 

... the analysis of "experience" through the use of the 
concept of "ideology" may iiluminate the significant 
dissonance betmeen many (but not aii) people's lived 
experience and the dominant ideology of the family 
(1993:604-605). 

The ideology of motherhood constrains most women's lives and affects all 

wornen, including those who are not mothers, and as such must be 



retained as an investigative tool. For some women, motherhood also 

empowers and comforts them to a certain degree. A s  Boyd points out, 

however, the impact of ideology 

. . . varies according to [a mother's] position in relation to 
it, dong lines such as race, class, sexud orientation 
and (dis)ability. These relative positions and diarerent 
discourses on motherhood and f d y  must be 
illuminated while the dominant normative mode1 of 
motherhood at work in these discourses is challenged 
(l996:545). 



Chapter Four 

Raseurch Jïdngs 

This chapter presents data concerning the extent to which Canadian 

custody orders imposed by judges reflect traditional assumptions about 

appropriate motherhood identities. 1 begin with a quantitative review of 

reasons for decisions in 165 selected Canadian cases fmm January 1996 

to January 1999 inclusive. 1 surnrnarize the data for each Province and 

the Territories fsee Table 2) and Canada as a whoIe (see Table 1). 

The second section of the chapter offers a content analysis of the 

judges' reasons for their decisions. The third section presents data from 

interviews with 17 mothers involved in custody disputes in British 

Columbia. The fmal section of this chapter focuses on ideological 

patterns in decisions by judges and other actors within the f d y  court 

system. 

(4 Canadian Cwta@ Cases 

The quantitative account of reasons for decisions in Canadian custody 

cases is based on reported cases from J a n u w  1996 to the end of 

January 1999. This Canadian-wide anaiysis is based on judges' reasons 

for decisions. Aii cases that deait with custody and access in the precis 

were initiaiiy examined. The anaiysis was based on the foliowing 

questions: 



Did the case involve a custody or access dispute33? 

If the case involved a custody/access dispute, what was the custody 
order? 

Was the term "primary caregiver" mentioned? 

If primary caregiver was mentioned, was it the mother, father or new 
partner who was deemed to be the primary caregiver? 

Were there allegations of abuse? 

If aiiegations of abuse were made, were they made by the father, by 
the mother, by both or by a third party? 

Was joint custody awarded? 

If a joint custody order was ordered, were there any aiiegations of 
abuse by the father toward the mother or the children? 

If a joint custody order was awarded, where did the children primarily 
reside? 

In contested custody cases34, how many were overturned on appeal 
thereby awarding custody to the other parent or to someone else? 

Canadian judgements for custody cases for this four year period 

were obtained through the Quicklink Pro from Quicklaw. Quicklaw was 

initially fonnulated as a research project from Queen's University in the 

1960s. In 1973, Quicklaw was comrnerciaiized and their legd databases 

made available to educationai and legai facilities for a user fee. A s  of 

1990, students of law and law-related disciplines were granted limited 

A custody dispute is when parents (a father, motber) W o r  guardiaas (friends, family) cannot efkctively 
detemine an arrangement for custody of the child(ren) between themselves and wed assistance h m  a 
judge or mediator. A custody dispute @kes place in a court and îhe redis of the arrangementldispute 
become a regisîered decision. 

A contested custdy case is when a parent W o r  guardiaa andlor another person is mhappy witb the 
initial custody decision and appeals it in order to completely chaoge or slightly altedmodify the original 
clrstody order. Just because a custdy case is contested, dœs not mean that an original custody order wüi 
-ged 



access (for research purposes only) at no charge. This has made 

research less costly and labour intensive for students studying law. 

For rny research, Quicklaw and Quicklink Pro were installed into 

my home computer and a search was done on the Canadian Justice 

reports database available for graduate students. This database is now 

called Canadian Judgements Educational Database. This database 

contains a comprehensive listing of al1 written and registered decisions35 

in family law. 1 searched this database in Quicklaw using the keywords 

of "Canadian" and "Child Custody" and "Access". My search yielded 3 16 

custody and access cases. Out of the 3 16 cases, 156 custody cases and 

nine access cases were used for a combined total of 165 cases. Excluded 

cases totaled 15 1 (see Appendk for reasons for exclusion according to 

province). The total number of cases per province excluded in the 

research and a list of reasons why cases were excluded are listed in the 

Appendix according to provinces. Quick Law Pro will list al1 cases that 

contain the subject words of "Canadian" "child custody" and "access." 

Some of the 3 16 custody cases that the search yielded dealt with other 

35 The Law Society of Upper Cam& müicîs acccss to their Oniano Reports (OR'S) to studentsleducationai 
users shuiying outside of law. Quiciclaw however, daes get the decisions h m  the OR'S h m  other legal 
publishers and then repackages hem and puts the decision in theü educational data base. Quicklaw is the 
most cornprehensive legal pubüsher and pubiishes both reported and uafep~rted decisîons. They are the 
ody legal publisber that provides boîh reported and mcported decisiom. Sometimes, judges reserve LhW 
decisions, give ihem o d y  or courts do nct send deasions to legal publishem Thece are decisions then, 
that slip through the cracks of court contacts and & not get recorded wilh aii legal publishers. There is no 
way to accutately determine the pmportion ofjudîcial deeisiaas tbat becorne written reasons for decisions 
as it is subjectively up to the judge presiding over the case who determines ifheishe is going to write a 
w&tea decision or not. Ont has to be to be cautious then, about conclusions and generaiizations pdaduced 
ihm repaned and written decisions for custady cases and ûom legal publishing sources. 



issues that were either beyond the sape of this thesis or were irrelevant 

for the purposes of this endeavor. 



TABLE 1-Cam püs=-- 

1 dispute, WU w& 

Joint custody 
Split Custody 

categiver was 
mentioned, was it 
the mother or 

1 father who was 

primary urepiver? 
Were aüegaîions 

abuse were made, 
which parent made 
Ihe clairn? 

1 m y  were 

156 cass total 

4 (3%) 
351156 cases 

34cascsmother 
1 case was tbe 
fathers' new 
fe'emale parmer 

30i156 cases 

were contested 
(65%) 
53 were ovemirneci 
(53%) 



Resrilts 
Mom to joint 
Dad ta joint 
State to mom 
Mom to other 
M m  to dad 
Dadtamm 
Joint to m m  
Joint to dad 

Stayed the same 

Joint 

7f 10 1 (7%) 
Y 10 1 (5%) 
uioi (2%) 
3/101(3%) 
ZO/lOi (20%) 
3/101(3%) 
1 1/10 1 (1 1%) 
2/101(2%) 



involveci a cuaody 
dispute, what was 
ihecustodyordu? 
M e r  Cunody 
Father Custody 
Joint custody 
Split Custody 

care@ver was 
mentioneâ, which 
parent was b m e d  
tobetbcpriniary 

Were aiiegations 

I abuse wue made, 
which parent III& 

How many joiot F 
order was 
awarded, w here 
did the children 

In contested 
custoây cases, how 
many were 
ovemimed thereby 
awarding the other 

British Columbia Alberta 

disputes, 1 aecess dispuiw, 1 a~cess 

1 

loi38 cases (26%) 1/15 case (7%) 

3 made by mother 
3 by bùth 

1 case with dad 
11 çaseswithmom 
3 cases with dad 

disputes, 1 access 

8 cases total 

9 (36%) 
10 (Wh) 
5 (20%) 
O 

O fahr O father 

518 cases 6/25 cases (24%) 

2 cases with mom 

618 cases were 
contested 
316 were 
overtumed 

17/25 cases were 
contested (68%) 
7/17 were 
ovemirned (UN) 



Table 2 i  - conünued 
Questions 1 BMsh Columbia 1 Alberta 1 Manitoba 1 Saskatchewan 
k l t r  I I I I 
Mom to joint 
Dad to joint 
stayedthtsamt 
State to mom 
Mom to other 
Mom to dad 
Dadto mom 
Joint to m m  
Joint to dad 



Table 2b 

involved a custody 
dispute, what was 
the custody ordcn 
Mother Custody 
Father Custody 
Joint custody 
Split Custody 

1 caregiver 

caregiver was 
mentioned, which 
parent was deemeâ 
to be the primary 

abuse were made, 
which parent mde 

How many joint F 
or&x was 
awarded, where 
did the children 
primariIy reside? 

In contested 
nistody cases, how 
many were 
overturned thereby 
awarding the other 
parent-ody? 
Remlts 
Morn to joint 
Stayd the same 
Mom to other 
Mom to dad 
Dad to m m  
Joint to mom 

23 custcÜly 
disputes, 3 access 
disputes 

23 cascs total 

6/23 cases (26%) 

5 mother 

1 was the fathers' 
new femalc partner 

6/23 cases (26%) 

1 case by father 
1 nise by both 
4 cases by mother 

8/23 cases (35%) 

8 wiîh mother 
1 with both 

15/23 cases were 
conîested (65%) 
lOll5 cases 
overturued (71%) 

Jcustody 
disputa, lacccss 
dispute 

5 cases total 

115 cases 

1 wiîh mother 

215 cases were 
conîesîed 
O overturued 

Prince Edwani 
island 
4 custody disputes 

O 
114 case 

1 mother 

214 cases 

3 with mother 
(2 cases were joint 
custody and one 
split decision had 
the children living 
primady with the 
mother) 
114 cases were 

New Brunswick 

19 custody 
disputes, 2 access 
cases 

19 cases total 

9 (47%) 
6 (32%) 
3 (16%) 
O 
1 (5%) 
7/ 19 cases (37%) 

7 cases mother 
O cases father 

8/19 cases (42%) 

2 cases by father 
5 cases by mother 
1 case by both 

3/19 cases (16%) 

1 with mother 
2 with fawr 

13/19 cases were 
contested (68%) 
6/13 ovemimeci 
(46%) 



Table 2c 

involved a custody 
dispic, wbat was 
thecustbdyarder7 
M a r  Cuslody 
Father Custody 
Joint custody 

caregiver was 
mentioned, which 
parentwasdtcmcâ 

Were aüegations 
of abuse made? 
if allegalions of 
abuse were made, 
were they made by 
the hher  or by the 
motherl 
How many joint 
custody o&rs 

order was 
awarded, where 
did the children 

custoây cases, how 
many were 
ovemunecl thereby 
awarding the other 
pareotcustody? 
Results 
Mom to joint 
Stayed the same 
State to mom 
Mom to dad 

NewFoundiand Nova Scotia 

9 cases total 

1 with father 

North West 

U5 cases were 
contested 
O were overtunied 

5 cases total 

619 cases were 
contestai 
316 were 
overhuned 

O cases 

415 cases 

3 with mother 
1 with father 

315 cases were 
contested 
113 was ovemuned 



G C s n d  R d t r  for Canada 

The quantitative results fkom the Canadian Ovewiew (Table 1) examines 

156 cases in total. The final custody arrangements for cases involving a 

custody dispute are as follows: materna1 custody - 39%; paternal 

custody - 22%; joint custody - 33%; split custody - 3%; and other 

custody orders - 3%. In joint custody arrangements, children's primary 

residence is also examined: 63% primarily reside with the mother, 2 1% 

primarily reside with the father and 16% reside with both parents. Out 

of the 156 custody disputes, 10 1 cases (65%) were contested. Of these 

101 cases, prior custody orders overturned in 53 instances. 

Table 2 examines Cross Canada Custody Cases. It indicates 

interesthg differences between provinces.36 There seems to be a higher 

percentage of fmal joint custody orders in British Columbia (47%) than 

the rest of Canada while New Brunswick seems to have the srnailest 

percentage (16%). The incidence of contested custody cases is similar 

(approximately 68%) for the majority of provinces. The exceptions are 

Saskatchewan (at 75%) and Quebec, Prince Edward Island and 

NewFoundland which had a lower rate of percentages when it came to 

contested custody cases (approximately 40%). 

36 An am tbat is beyond the scope of this thesis but merits investigation is why there are so many child 
protection cases in Newfouudland and New Brunswick. Eight out of ten excIuded cases in Newfodaod 
&ait with chiid protection cases. This province had the highest perœntage ofchild protection cases in 
C .  New Bnuiswick had 10 out of 16 excludeci cases that dealt wiîh child protection and guardianship 
of t6e state issues. This is fascinating and den4itely merits funber exploration 



A recent report by Statistics Canada (2000) provides 

comprehensive t h e  series information about custody outcornes for cases 

decided in court for the years 1978-1997. It is demonstrated in table 2.8 

in the Statistics Canada report that joint custody orders are on the rise 

and there is a decline in both maternal and paternal custody orders, 

especially in the 1990's (2000:44). This provides evidence for changing 

trends in custody detenninations corning from courts. 

A s  reflected in the Joint Senate Committee (JSC) (1998:S) fathers' 

rights groups argue that mothers are receiving an unfair advantage in 

custody cases. In fact, the conclusions of the report appear to give 

credence to these views (1998:4,8-9). But the conclusions reached in the 

JSC report are questionable regarding levels of maternal, paternal and 

joint custody. Statistics Canada (2000) indicates a much higher rate of 

joint custody decisions and fathers receiving custody than that reported 

in the Joint Senate Committee report. As Pulkingham (personal 

communication 2000) argues, the Senate Report basically chose to 

highiight statistics (and arguments based on these statistics) from data 

sources such as the National Longitudinal Study on Children and Youth 

(NLSCY). This survey may accurately reflect the living arrangements of 

families who experienced divorce/separation at any point in the past 17- 

18 years, but it is not an accurate depiction of court determinations in 

the late 1990's. These determinations (based on Statistics Canada 

information, 2000: 34,44) suggest a substantial shift in judicial practice 



Table three indicates that prior to a custody outcome being contested, 

the custody awards were as foiiows: maternal custody (50%), paternal 

custody 16%, joint custody (3 1%) and other custody arrangements were 

regarding custody arrangements in favour of joint custody awards. In 

1997, more than one third (37%) of custody orders detennined by the 

courts gave fathers some form of custody (either sole 11% or joint 27%). 

The figures also point out the decline in maternal sole custody awards in 

1997 (down 10 percentage points from 1986) (Statistics Canada 

2000:34,44). This is a very different picture of the politics of divorce 

today, compared to that portrayed by the figures in the Joint Senate 

Report. 

Al1 research on custody to date indicates that "the likelihood of 

fathers obtaining custody significantly increases with the number of 

hearings" (Kunin, Ebbeson, and Konechni 1992:568). This is borne out 

by the findings of my research indicated in Table 3. 

Table 3-Cootertad Custody Cases (a= 10 1) 

4%. Following a contested custody hearing, there appears to be an even 

After contested 
custody hearing 
36 (36%) 

30 (30%) 

30 (30%) 

5 (5%) 

Custody outcome 

Maternai 

Paternal 

Joint 

Other 

Before custody hearing 

50 (50%) 

16 (16%) 

31 (31%) 

4 (4%) 



distribution of maternal, paternal and joint custody arrangements. 

Upon closer examination of the contested custody results, the level of 

joint custody remains relatively uncfianged (a slight decrease of 1 

percentage point resulted when a custody arrangement was contested). 

On the other hand, fathers almost doubled their chances of obtaining 

paternal sole custody when contesting a custody decision. While the 

proportion of mother's who receive maternal custody in contested cases 

(36%) is greater than that of any other arrangement, their chances of 

holding ont0 sole custody dropped considerably (14 percentage points) as 

a result of contestation of the prior custody order. This fmding supports 

existing research that points to the increased likelihood of fathers 

obtaining custody by contesting a prior order but it does not appear to 

confiirm prior research by Boyd (199 1) or statistics produced by the 

Department of Justice (1990) which indicate that, in contested cases, 

fathers have almost a 50% chance of receiving custody. Table 3 suggests 

that father's chances increase h m  less than 1 in 5 (16%) to just under 1 

in 3 (30%). However, ifyou look at the percentage of fathers receiving 

custody in an ouertumed contested custody dispute, their chances are 

greater than 1 in 2 (55% or 29 favourable decisions for the father/53 

overturned contested custody cases). in contested custody cases where 

decisions were overturned, results were typically more favourable to 

fathers than mothers. The provinces that support this cIaim include: 



British C~lurnb ia~~ ,  Manitoba=, SaskatchewaxP, 0ntario40 and, Nova 

Scotia41. 

When comparing Table 1 and Table 3, in t ems  of the overall 

outcome of custody results it becomes clear that mothers' chances of 

retaining custody signifïcantly decrease after a case is contested. Fifty 

percent of mothers had custody prior to the arrangement being 

contested. This aected the o v e d  outcome for contested and 

uncontested disputed custody arrangements for mothers resulting in 

39% of mothers having sole custody. A s  mentioned above, paternal 

custody orders almost doubled after a custody arrangement was 

contested and this afiected fathers overd patemal custody outcornes for 

- - 

" There were 26 cases th were contested in British Columbia Of those, 17 were overturned. How 1 
calculated a win for the father was to add the joint custody orden to the father (2), matemal sole custody 
order changed to patemai sole custody order (3) and matemal sole custody order to joint custody order (3) 
and that totaled 8. How 1 caiculated a win for the mother was to add the joint custody orders to the mother 
(2), staie ta the mother order (1) and, paternal sole custody order to joint custody order (3) and that totaled 
6, 'k&ore9 8/26 cases resulted in a win for the father and 6/26 aises resulted in a win for the mother. 

There were 6 cases thai were contested. Of those, 3 were o v e m e d  in Manitoba How 1 calculami a 
win for the father was to add the matemai sole custody order changed to paternal sole custody order (2). 
How 1 caiculateâ a win for the mother was to add the patemai sole custody order to joint custody order (1) 
and that totaled 1. n i d o r e ,  Y6 cases resuited in a win for the father and 116 cases resulted in a win for 
the mother. 
39 Thete were 17 cases tbat were cantested Saskatchewan. ûfthose, 7 were oveminied How 1 calculated a 
win for the father was to add the matemai sole custody order changed to paternai sole custody order (5) and 
that totaled 5. How 1 calculated a win for the mother was to add the patemai sole custody order to joint 
custody order (1) ad joint custody order to matenial sole custody order (1) and that totaled 2. Therefore, 
5/17 cases resulîed in a win for the fatherand 2/17 cases d t e d  in a win for the mother. 
" Thece were 15 cases tbat were contested Ontario. Of those, 10 were overtumed. How 1 caiculakd a win 
for the father was to add the materna1 sole custody order changed to patemal sole custocly order (9 and 
matemal sole custody order to joint custody o r k  (3) and that totaled 8. How 1 calculated a win for Ihe 
mother was to add the joint custody orders to the mother (1) and, paternai sole custody order to sole 
matemai custody order (1) and that totaied 2. Thenfore, 8/l0 cases resulted in a win for the hther and 
î/10 cases teSulted in a win for the mother. 
" There were 6 cases that were cantested. ûfthose, 3 were ovemuneci How 1 calculated a win for the 
faiher was to add the materna1 sole custody order changed to p a t d  sole custody order (2) and matenial 
sole custody order to joint custody ocder (1) and that totaied 3. Thecefore, 316 cases resulted in a win for the 
fathe r- 



contested and uncontested disputed custody arrangements resulting in 

22% of fathers having sole custody. 

The Joint Senate Cornmittee's Report on Custody and Access 

indicates that continued contact with both parents is beneficial and in 

the best interests of the child. The authors advocate that, when at all 

possible and wherever possible, "shared parenting" should be 

irnplemented. This report is part of a wake that signifies the strength of 

the fathers' rights movement and reflects the kind of power it has in 

reshaping judicial and legal practice. Women continue to 

experience a backlash in family law that is related to fathers' rights 

groups embracing welfare discourses that argue that continued contact 

with both parents is in the best interests of the children. These welfare 

discourses are being subsumed in the custody arena in order for judges 

to effectively justifjf and endorse practices that thwart women's struggle 

for recognition of the work that they do as a mother and p r i m q  

caregiver. This effectively disciplines and oppresses mothers in the 

custody and access arena. 

From this quantitative profile, it becomes apparent that Canada's 

family courts are reluctant to use the primary caregiver principle even 

though in almost two thirds of cases, women provide the basic care and 

necessities to the children both during and after the 

marriage/partnership. In this study, 62% of children were either in their 



mothers' custody or resided with their mother in joint custody cases.42 

Yet, only 2 1% (35 cases) of ali of the 156 custody cases even mentions 

the primary caregiving principle and specificaiiy applies it to the mother. 

in 34 of the 35 cases that mentions the primary caregiver principle, the 

mother is identified as the primary caregiver. For the other case, it is the 

husband's new female partner. Thus, women, typicaliy the mothers, are 

the primary caregivers for the family. 

The lack of judicial recognition of mother's work seems to mirror 

the research that demonstrates that women's unpaid work at home is 

devalued and often times goes unrecognized43 even when, according to 

the Supreme Court of Canada, primary caregiving should be the principle 

used to determine what is in the best interests of the children. Because 

of judges' reluctance to use the primary caregiving principle and 

recognize women's work, mothers are effectively silenced in the legal 

sphere as the ideology of the nuclear family that is, private sphere roles 

for women, remains intact and unchdenged. This helps to further 

reinforce and reproduce the subordination of the women who mother. 

Although official judicial decisions in disputed and contested cases 

analyzed here indicate maternal custody in only 39% of cases, in fact, in 

62% of the cases, chiidren's primary residence is with the mother. This 

" The caîcuiaîion for this figure was as follows: adâ aü of the sole custody awds to the mother with al1 
of the joint custody cases where childm pnmarüy resided with their motber. This number equals 97 and 
then you divide îhat by the total number of custody cases w k h  is 156 cases and you end up with the 
percentage afcases tbat Rpresent hm much respoasibüity is still p W  on a woman to raise the children 

divorce. %.. Thom i982; Boyd M9b- 



finding indicates a number of things. Even with the growing number of 

joint custody decisions, women continue de facto to be the primary 

caregiver. 

There is a discrepancy between the legal/official status of joint 

custody (33% of cases) and actual living arrangements (62% of cases). 

Yet, judges only mention the primw caregiving principle in 22% of the 

cases. The consequences of continued primary caregiving by mothers 

under official joint custody rulings are many. Offîcial rulings undennine 

women's authority and rights as a parent by meting out joint custody 

decisions without reflecting which parent continues to be on the 

responsibility of day to day parenting. Not only is this potentidy very 

disempowering for individual women, moreover it serves to entrench the 

invisibiiity of women's unpaid caregiving role in society at large 

(Pulkingham, personal communication 2000). 

p) Examinhg CU- îaw 

By examining current case law, we can uncovcr the current attitudes and 

ideologies reflected in chiid custody decision-making, which wiii serve as 

a useful comparative tool when analysing the interviews with mothers 

who were affected by judicial decisions surroundhg their particular 

cases. Although much research to date has been done on custody 

utilizing case law, it is still necessary to use case law as a tool of 

investigation in order to contextualize the custody climate, as weli as to 



use case law to compare it with what wornen say of their own 

experiences, since they are typically silenced in court documents. 

The content anaiysis for al1 of Canada comprised current case law 

fkom the period of January 1996 up to and including January 1999 

(n=156 custody cases). These 156 cases are the same custody cases 

examined to fonn the basis for Tables 1 and 2. The main intention of 

examining current case law was to examine the legal subtext and to 

speculate on judiciai motivations for utilizing principles enshrined in 

custody law like the best interests of the child principle. Previous 

research was used as  a starting point from which to examine the current 

custody case law climate4? Although the custody reality is not truly 

reflected in case law, as it represents only reported cases, an 

examination of custody case law is useful as it will help shed some light 

on how judges apply principles in the current custody climate. 

The literature available includes many studies on criteria judges 

use to determine custody outcomes45. Sorenson (1995) notes that 

ujudges endorse many issues as particularly important in their decision- 

making process. In fact, no individual issue has been idenmed as 

decisive in the process" (252). He claims that issues like a parent's 

wiihgness to ailow continuing contact between the child and the non- 

* Since interviews were done with mothers who were involved in custody disputes in British Columbia, 
utiüpng decisions in B.C.'s cwrent legal ciimate seemed appmpriate. The sample for B.C. only produced a 
s d  munber of cases, however, so I thought it worthwhile ta examine ail custody and access cases across 
al1 provinces in order to get a more thomugh understanding of the custody case law climate. 
" See for example "Ptarson aad Ring 1981"; "Stttle and Lowery 1981,1982"; and f h ü y  "Sotensen and 
Goldman 1989' (as cited in Sorensen 1995). 



custodiai parent, parental mental h e m ,  substance abuse, spousai 

abuse and child maltreatrnent as being the most influentid (Sorenson 

l995:252). in Rosnes' (1995) work, she argues that there are obvious 

criteria applied by judges when determinhg custody cases46. Her list of 

criteria includes parental lifestyles, materiai status, the nuclear f d y ,  

sumgate mothers, employment, p r i m q  caregiving principle, the role of 

expert testirnonies, the friendly parent rule, and male violence in the 

context of child custody and access. Although it has been demonstrated 

in previous studies that judges and lawyers may or may not be able to 

identify their decision-making process clearly (Sorenson 1995:252), 1 wili 

attempt to identify some of the criteria that judges used in order to 

examine case law and, with it, speculate on implicit and explicit 

ideologies that underpin *the criteria used by judges, and their 

differential consequences for men and women" (Rosnes 1995:ZO). 

The criteria that 1 found to be useful in my analysis of Canadian 

custody case law were as follows: parental stability, mobility, 

violence/abuse, marriage models, and prhary caregiving. These criteria 

are by no means meant to be mutudy exclusive, and oftentimes, 

overlap. 1 viewed these criteria in terms of the foiiowing: how cases 

46 AilhDugh Rosnes (1995) nicely lays out specinc criteria h m  which to determine wbat a judge considers 
when deciding custody cases, îhe iiterature on custody to date outlines variations of lhese criteria See also 
Arnup 19W; Boyd 1989a, 1995,1997~; Clark 1990; Fieman 1995% 199%; Robson 1995; 
Mosoff 1997; Siaugùter 1995; Soreasan 1995. 



portray individuai women; what explanations are offered; and how these 

case law explanations match up with the extant literature. 

Primuy Cuegber R81;~mption~~ 

Although many researchers advocate the value/ benefits of using the 

primary caregiver presumption (as it fits nicely with the courts need to 

systematicaüy delineate past behaviour in order to predict the future 

behaviour of either parent), there are only a few cases that actualize this 

principle. Despite the fact that this presumption fits nicely with the 

courts need for fmding facts, there is a general reluctance on the part of 

the courts to use this principle to reward the parent that has primarily 

cared for the child(ren) in the past. The Supreme Court of Canada, in 

Gordon v. Goertz, stated that it is important to continue children's 

relationships with the parent who is the primary caregiver. "[D]isrupting 

the relationship of the child with his or her primaxy caregiver will be 

more detrimental to the child than reduced contact with the non- 

custodial parent" (l996:35). Despite this, in cases from Newfoundland, 

judges explicitly stated that the judiciq had a reluctance to use the 

"phrasing" of the primary caregiver. In Langer v. Langer, the judge 

recognized that it was, in fact, the mother who "continueci to take most of 

the responsibility for child care and housekeeping" (1998: 1) even though 

the father was home much of the tirne. Without explicitly stating the use 

. -- 

a Theze were 35 cases that wete examineci for ihe prhary caregiver priaciple in lhis content analysis. 1 
used 6 of those cases to fonn îhe basis d m y  analysis. 



of the principle, this judge in this case, in fact, recognized the mother's 

work as both the family breadwinner and the primary caregiver. 

In Lesla u. Leski, the mother was both the primq caregiver and 

the financial backbone, and she received sole custody. These cases are 

exceptional, because most research on custody case law (especially that 

by Boyd on Tyabji) states that mothers who depart from the hegemonic 

ideological n o m  (as both p r i m q  breadwinners and the primary 

caregivers) have more dificulty persuading the judges that it is in the 

best interests of the children for them to have custody (Boyd 1997:265). 

In Miktos v. Miklos, the judge recognized that even though the 

father would spend time interacting with his children, it was the mother 

who was the primary caregiver and that she should receive custody in 

order to continue this role. It was the mother who took care of the 

chiidren's needs on a day to day basis while the father did the 'fun 

things.' 

In A.F.S. o. D. W.S., the mother was recognized as the "parent who 

was primarily responsible for the care of the children" (1996:6). Even 

though the father was present in the home when he was not at school or 

at work, it was the wife who "got up in the middle of the night with them 

when they were il1 and transported them to and from (her parents') 

residence whiie she was working" (1996:6). The mother's financial 

stability was questioned by the father when he appealed the decision for 

custody (she had lost her job). The judge however, recognized that she 



had "demonstrated that she places the chiidren's interests above her 

own. She devoted so much time meeting with social workers, physicians 

and others with regard to the cornplaints made regarding the children 

that her last employer 'let her go'." 

In Logan v. Logan, the mother was the prirnary caregiver and 

wanted sole custody but "the father was involved in the parenting and 

was not incapable of taking it on" (1997: 1). The court awarded custody 

to the father as he lived with his mother and she would be able to 

provide babysitting while the father was at work. Through the 

combination of having a grandmother present and the father's economic 

stability, the court awarded custody to the father and decided that he 

could be the p r imw caregiver as he had "potential." The court 

overlooked the mother's priJnary caregiving and preferred the potential of 

the father to the proven care for the children throughout the marriage. 

Statistics Canada (2000) indicates that there is a substantial shift 

in custody awards determined by the courts that give fathers some form 

of custody (either sole custody 11% or joint custody 27%). Despite the 

fact that it is mothers who are documented in court records as the 

primary caregiver, Judges are giving fathers the chance to prove 

involvement and awarding them either sole custody or joint custody. 

According to the the Ad Hoc Cornmittee on Custody and Access Reforrn, 

Social, econornic, and legal disparity between men and 
women constitutes gender bias and also hurts children. 
Gender roles have made women the prime contributors 
to the care and protection of children. Children rely on 



the prhmy parenting that women provide. Therefore, 
gender biases against women, which inhibit and restrict 
women's ability to continue as primary parents, greatly 
affect children (1998:7). 

Judges tend to overlook a mother's primary caregiving responsibilities if 

her ability to provide a stable environment for the children cornes into 

question. Mothers with any hint of mental illness for example, rnust 

prove their ability to continue to raise their child in a suitable 

environment. In Huggetf v. Huggett, the court recognized the mother's 

prirnary caregiving role in the relationship but deemed that she was 

mentaliy unstable as she was taking anti-depressants aiter the divorce. 

The court awarded custody to the father and decided that the child's 

growth and development would be better attended to by the father. The 

court did not want the child to have to provide emotional support to his 

mother. 

Similarly, in Clark v. Clark, the court recognized that the mother 

had emotional problems but that the mother's intentions were good in 

terms of care for her child. Despite testimonial evidence ikom medical 

support workers and the community, the court "was not prepared to 

experiment to find outn (1996:7) if the child would flourish under her 

care. Her mental instability, coupled with the fact that she was 

" There were 14 cases that were relevant to examiaing parental siability for the purpwes of this content 
aaaiysis. 1 used 10 cases KI form ihe basis of my analysis. 



unemployed and on sociai assistance, did not satisfy the judge and she 

was not awarded custody. 

In R.F. c. L.M., however, a joint custody order was made even 

though the mother was the sole caregiver both emotionally and 

physicaily throughout the relationship. The judge was willing to 

experiment with the father being involved with the children as he went to 

therapy (post separation) and got help with his emotional problems and 

inability to be emotionaily available to his children. 

In Parker u. Hitchens, the mother was denied custody based on the 

fact that her household was "busy" (her household was vexy active, busy 

schedules, fnends visiting). She demonstrated to the court that she was 

in a stable relationship and was concerned for her child. She raised 

issues with the court concerning how the father's marijuana use was 

affecting the chüd. The court decided that the father's illicit drug use 

was not a factor in determinhg custody. 1 fmd this case interesting as 

the court saw the father's home as stable and was reluctant to v q  the 

custody order. 1 wonder, if this case were reversed, if the mother would 

be granted the same leniency, since mothers on anti-depressants as in 

Huggett v. Huggett, may not be given custody. 

in Hachey v. Landy, the mother wanted custody and had stated 

that she wanted to improve ber employment prospects by furthering her 

education. The judge decided that going back to school meant that she 

would have less time to spend with her children and that she will need to 



have babysitters. The judge decided that the father would be better 

suited for custody of the children as he was planning on having his 

mother (the chiidren's grandmother) take care of the children when he 

was not available and that he saw no need to "burden a person who will 

have to get sitters et cetera. And why subject a child to all that when he 

could be with his grandmother and his father most of the tirne" (1996:4). 

Despite the fact that the mother expressed that her taking "the 

necessaxy steps to put an end to her situation of dependency [on the 

welfare system] should not penaiize hef l996:7), the father was awarded 

custody. This case is interesting as the mother' stability was called into 

question and, yet, the father' stability was not, despite the fact that he 

had been released h m  prison and has served three sentences so far. 

The trial judge even went so far as to say that he was "under the 

impression that Mr. Landry wiIl stay on the right path, he demonstrates 

strength of character. This is a fellow who is detennined and who uses 

his strength of character to lead him in the right direction and who does 

not stray Born the goal he has set ..." (1996:8)* On appeal, however, it 

was noted that the trial judge slanted the evidence and misapprehended 

the applicable principles when he awarded custody to the father. 

in Branch v. Mallet, the father was awarded joint custody with the 

primary residence of the child to be a. his house because he did not work 

in the evening and was involved in a new relationship. The mother 

worked tvrro evenings a week and had to get a Sitter on those evenings. 



Akhough she was the primary caregiver (and the judge even recognized 

that she had sacrificed her own career to take care of the child), the 

judge was "very impressed with Mr. Branch and his new spouse as well 

as  by the family environnient and the future plans which they are able to 

offer David (1996:3). The mother was not as economicslly advantaged 

as the father and the judge dso took this into consideration. 

Interesthgly enough, in Nguyen v. Cao, the mother tried to get 

custody of her child because she was now in a stable relationship, had 

steady employment, and the father was not employed and was facing 

eviction from his apartment. The judge ruled that custody should 

remain with the father as he considered it safe and adequate for the child 

at this t h e .  

Alternatively, in Sawatzky v. Sawatzky, the mother's decision to 

stay home and care for her children was looked at in light of her past 

conduct, as  she had had extramarital &airs. Her last aff& led to the 

breakup of the marriage and the mother was now with that man (Mr. 

Drader). "Mr. Drader earns enough to support both of them and their 

family and they have plans to rnarxy-". This was viewed negatively by the 

courts and primary residence was granted to the father. 

In Labelle v. Hyvarinen, the father was granted custody of the 

eldest son. Despite the mother's appeals to get custody of her son back, 

the courts decided that the teenage boy would benefit from his father's 

c m .  The mother had voiced concerns to the court about lack of 



supervision and the boy's continuous clashes with the law. Despite this, 

the court dismissed the misconduct and determined that the boy was 

benefiting from living with his father and was doing weU in school, 

M a d a g e  Madelsr9 

As evidenced in the report produced by the Joint Senate Committee on 

Custody and Access, and in the statistical collection of custody data in 

this thesis, joint custody is the favoured approach but not the most 

cornmon, in deciding custody cases (as only one third of custody cases 

that go to court end up in a joint custody decision). Keeping the family 

intact even post-divorce continues in custody case law today. In 

Newfoundland, for example, judges are liberally using joint custody and 

they argue that joint custody should still be imposed whether the parents 

favour it or not, as it is in the best interests of the child. 

In Godmy-Smith v. Godj?ey-Smz'th, the courts argued for a 

distinction between willingness to CO-operate and ability to CO-operate. 

In cases where fathers may not have participated in their children's lives 

due to work c o d t m e n t s  or volunteer work, as compared to the 

mother's participation in raising the child, the fathers may be "trying" to 

improve post-divorce and should be given a chance (cf. Hannon v. 

Hannon). Often times, when custody cases need to be litigated, it is 

because of the fact that the parents cannot corne up with an effective and 

* Thece were 52 cases tbat deait specifîcally with joint custody as being an appropriate marriage mode1 
post divorce. Of &ose 52 cases, I used 3 cases to fom the basis of my aaaîysis. 



amicable solution between themselves regarding the children. When it 

gets to the point that parents are embroiled in custody litigation, the 

suitability of joint custodyf shared custody arrangements are low (cf. 

DiPasquale v. DiPasquale) as their differences may not be able to be 

reconciled. Issues around past participation become problematic and 

differences between parents may not be able to be reconciled. Giving a 

parent a chance because they are able to parent does not ensure 

commitment to participate. 

M o M Z i ~  

Despite women's involvement with children pre-divorce and post-divorce, 

and despite the fact that women often receive custody of their children, 

most women have to be cautious when attempting a move out of an area 

for employrnent, schooling, or desire to be with extended family, as the 

move may very weli limit the father's rights to access. Susan Boyd 

(1996) argues that this creates a self-disciplinhg function for mothers, 

as judges may view their wish to move negatively. 

In Chung v. Fung, the family originally lived in Alberta, where their 

children were in school. Subsequently, the father was transferred to 

British Columbia. The marriage dissolved and the mother wanted to 

move back to Alberta to be with her immediate and extended family and 

for the children to be with th& old fkiends. The mother did not have any 

so There were 11 cases that dealt specincaliy with issues of mobility. 1 examinai 10 of those cases and 
used 7 to form the basis of my d y s i s .  



social support in British Columbia. The father's farnily lived in British 

Columbia The court conveyed that it was in the children's best interests 

to be in British Columbia. It awarded sole custody to the mother but she 

had to return to British Columbia to facilitate access. 

Similarly, in Desilets v. Piwowar, the mother was the p r i m q  

caregiver and was given custody since she was the primary caregiver but 

she was not allowed to move. She was unemployed and wanted to move 

from Alberta to British Columbia to obtain employrnent in the family 

business, as well as gain support from her extended f d y .  The courts 

daimed that this would affect the relationship that the father had with 

the children, as it would be difficult to facilitate out-of-province visits. 

In Curnmings v. MacDonald, the mother wanted to move with the 

child from Nova Scotia to Alberta to f i d  work and the courts expIicitly 

stated that "the child's development depended on him being close to his 

fathern(1997: 1). In fact, the court explicitly states that 

Accornmodating to a different environment is never easy 
for a child, although children are very flexible ... the child 
is now seven years of age, and the next five to seven 
years are very important years in the growth of the 
child. Up to now, the child has had the great benefit of 
its mother's care. For a younger child there wouid be 
very little doubt that the mother would have a strong 
claim to be awarded custody or at least the day to day 
care of the child. But, as the child reaches the age of 
seven and then goes on to approximately 13 years of 
age, the weight of that claim changes. It is very 
important for the child to have a male role model and, 
especially, the model of this father (1997:3). 



in Simpson v. Simpson, the wife was the primacy caregiver and had 

worked in the f d y  business. Upon dissolution of the marriage, the 

Hlife received sole custody of the child and the father had access. The 

mother expressed a desire to move to California from British Columbia to 

be near an older child who had moved there in hopes of finding 

employment. The father, in turn, applied for sole custody of the child or 

joint custody. The court concluded that his application for joint custody 

or sole custody was solely provoked by the mother's expressed desire to 

move to California with their daughter and for no other reason. Despite 

this, the court ordered that the mother remain in British Columbia with 

the child to finish kindergarden or grade one and to have access to her 

father. 

In Brown v. Brown, the mother was the p r i m q  caregiver 

throughout the marriage and upon dissolution of the marriage, it was 

agreed upon that the mother should receive custody. The mother moved 

to New Mexico to be with her family for support and to look for 

employment. Upon learning of the mother moving, the father brought 

forth an application for custody of the children as his family would help 

him with child care responsibilities. The court decided that she was the 

parent who could better provide for the children (even though the 

husband was the breadwinner) and was allowed to move to find 

employment. 



Sixniiarly, in Linnell v. Linnell, the mothet was ailowed to retain sole 

custody of the children and move to Pennsylvania where her 

employrnent prospects and actual income level would increase for a 

person in her field. Mr. Linnell contested Mrs. Linnell's receivhg sole 

custody, but interestingly, he did not find it "convenient" to have the 

children over the summer or to take the children for any length of tirne. 

Although he cared for the children, it was deemed by the courts that it 

was the mother who was the primaxy caregivet and that it was in the 

children's best interests to move with the mother to Pennsylvania. 

In Snetzko v. Snetzko, the father sought a return of his children 

from Ontario to New York. He claimed that their removal by their mother 

the previous year deprived him of his rights to see the children. (The 

mother moved to Ontario with permission from the father more than a 

year ago). When the father realized how difficult it was to facilitate 

access, he wanted the children returned to New York. The mother had 

sole custody of the children but could not establish that they were 

connected to Ontario, so she was ordered to return to New York where 

the father would put her and her children up in an apartment near his 

and pay both child and spousal support. When mothers move out of an 

area for employment or schooling or to be close to extended family and it 

potentially limits access to the father, judges may view their wish to 

move as one that is negative. This creates a self-disciplinhg function for 



mothers. 

mo&nca=1 

A s  indicated by the Ad Hoc Committee on Custody and Access Reform, 

"despite overwhelming statistics about the gendered relationship of 

violence, many members of the judiciw and many paralegal 

professionals do not operate from a gender sensitive andysis" (1998: 10). 

They add that there are legd implications that result from the many 

misconceptions that women exposed to violence are made to endure. 

These misconceptions put children and women exposed to violence at 

risk especially when contact is enforced. In light of what the Joint 

Senate Committee on Custody and Access advocates, and the results of 

the data collection for this thesis, there is a strong desire to facilitate 

contact with fathers and children post-separation. The unfortunate 

reaiity for women and children in abuse cases is that "male violence 

frequently escalates or begins after the woman Ieaves" (JSCCA 1998: 10). 

Also, women are typicaliy viewed negatively by judges if they create an 

unstable environment for their children. This is problematic for women 

fleeing domestic abuse situations and seeking refuge in a shelter. 

in Rettmer v. Brunet, the mother chose to live in a shelter instead 

of accepting an offer by the father to take cash for an apartrnent or live in 

the matrimonial home. This mother was characterized as hyper-sensitive 

There were 38 cases that dealt with issues of violendabme. 1 used 8 cases CO fom the bais of my 
analysis. 



with a tendency to b lme  others for her problems. The judge in this case 

stated that 

... the mother possessed neither the initiative nor the 
resourcefulness to create an environment conducive to 
the chiid's development ... ..The father was more likely to 
be patient and giving. He provided a stable 
environment for the child (1997: 1). 

In Landell V. Landell, the mother had sole custady but the father wanted 

sole custody. The father argued that it was in the child's best interests 

for him to take custody as he was better suited to meet the needs of the 

child. Even though the mother had the help of her extended family, the 

judge awarded the father custody since he was more economically suited 

to care for the child's needs. The judge found the eariier assaults on the 

mother to be irrelevant in terms of his ability to care for the child. The 

judge also cited an earlier quote by Mr. Justice Halvorson that he found 

to be relevant to this case which States: 

There is no convincing evidence however, to suggest this 
trait constitutes conduct which is "...relevant to the 
ability of that person to act as a parent of a child as 
envisaged by S. 16(9). He [the father] has treated the 
mother roughly in the past. Perhaps, she must accept 
some criticism too. That was yesterday; this is today 
(lW6:4). 

In D.E.P. v. B.A.P., the wife was seeking sole custody. She claimed 

that she signed the separation agreement under duress caused by her 

husband's abusive treatment. Although the judge recognized that the 

father played an active role in the children's lives, the father had a 

tendency to be violent and exhibited inappropriate behaviour towards 



them. The husband went on record to blarne the mother for most of his 

pmblems in his life (the children dso witnessed his screaming at the 

mother over this and one child experiences nightmares because of it). 

Despite al1 of this, the court granted the mother sole custody but found it 

to be vital for the children to have access to the father on alternate 

weekends. 

In Namd v. Norrad, the father inappropriately disciplined the 

children on the visits and was a substance abuser which was 

acknowledged by the courts. The father was still granted supervised 

access to the children. The children and the mother, who were not in 

favour of these visits, could not prove that there was  a "substantial risk 

of harm to either the mother or the children." 

In A. v. M. K, both parents applied for custody of the children. 

The children had been living with their mother and testified that their 

father had sexualiy abused them. They repeatedly expressed their lack 

of desire to see their dad. In fact, they had not seen their father in over 

six years. The father had atternpted to force the courts to give him 

access and this further alienated him from his chiidren. Although the 

courts did not force the children to see their father, the courts a 
ailowed him access. 

In Holtzhaure v. Murphy, the father had been convicted of 

assaulting the mother yet was granted supexvised access. The court 

recognized the mother's concerns about the safety of the child, and the 
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past physical aggression towards the mother made her apprehensive of 

the father being able to care for the child overnight because "he did not 

handle rejection well, and it might be upsetting to him if the child wished 

to go home during overnight access" (1996: 1) The court stated that "the 

risk could be alleviated over tirne if both parents committed to behavinp: 

in a manner conducive to that noal. Each of the parents had a dutv to 

support the child's relationship with the other" (1996:2; emphasis 

added) . 
In K.G.S. v. D.R.F., the mother had sole custody. It was proven 

that the father was abusive towatds the mother and the child during the 

relationship. He was allowed S U ~ ~ M S € ! ~  access. This was especially 

problematic as the father harassed the rnother and could not be trusted 

to control his temper when alone with the child. The mother was in a 

stable, long-tenn relationship and wanted no further contact with the 

father . 

In Dhaliwal v. Dhaliwal, the wife testified that she experienced 

both verbal and physical abuse when she iived with the father of her 

child and his family. The court even accepted evidence that the father 

had threatened to kill her and the family. She left the home after that 

threat without her son "as she feIt that she had no other choicet'(1997: 1). 

Yet, the court awarded both parties joint custody with the p r i m q  

residence of the child to be with the mother. The court expressed that "it 

was in the child's best interests to have a warm and loving relationship 



with both parents. Any conduct by either party or their families which 

could interfere with those relationships had to be viewed as 

negativeW(1997: 1). 

(c) Interutbw urith llbotliars in Ctwtodcy Disputes 

When initidy setting out to do this thesis, 1 wanted to do a piece of work 

that would integrate theory and a Literature review/content analysis with 

the voices of women who were involved in custody disputes. 1 wanted to 

do this for many reasons. Fust, researching custody and access, I have 

noticed that the available literature focuses primarily on results obtained 

from contested custody cases. Since approximately 95% of custody 

cases never reach the stage of litigation, a large portion of the custody 

problematic was not investigated. I would have liked to access this 

population but was unsuccessful. However, it was stili important to 

dedicate a portion of my thesis to the direct words of women who have 

engaged with the law in settling their custody concerns. Academic work 

in this area was Iacking and in effect was indirectly sfiencing women 

involved in custody disputes. 

The other key reason why 1 wanted to indude wornen's experiences 

in custody disputes was because of the silencing function of law itseif. 

The law effectively excludes gender because epistemologically, legd 

method and doctrinal exegesis have their own daim to tmth which 

renders the private, personal and subjective as irrelevant (Collier 

l99WS). The "experiential, the subjective, [and] the personal [must be 



put] back ont0 the agenda" by way of including the voices of those 

silenced by legal doctrine. The challenge for me was to fuse theory 

produced by academia and the legal arena with biography, to assess 

whether wornen were or were not regulated, disciplined and oppressed by 

the actors working within the institution of family law. 

hi$?& of and th& cudoc@ aunards 

The 17 women interviewed ranged in ages from 22 to 56 years. Fifteen of 

the 17 women were employed outside the home in occupations that 

ranged from housecleaning to a woman practicing family law. Al1 17 

women clairned to be the primaxy caregivers in their past relationship. 

AU 17 women had a custody determination that continued their contact 

with the children. 

The custody orders were as follows: seven had sole custody, three 

had interim custody of their children with access for the fathers, six 

mothers had joint custody orders and one mother had a split custody 

order. The mother who had a split-custody decision had sole custody of 

the daughter and the father had sole custody of the son. Four of the six 

mothers had the children primarily residing with them, one had orders 

for joint custody which imposed an order that equal tirne for the children 

was to be shared between the parent's homes, and finally one order for 

joint custody had the father having the primary residence. Fourteen 

custody orders were determined in court. Three cases did not involved 

litigation of any kind. Of those three cases, one mother who had sole 



custody worked out a verbal agreement with the father. One mother who 

had joint custody worked out a working arrangement with the father 

(and it has been working for over ten years now). Lastly, one mother who 

was separated from her husband and living in a shelter for battered 

women, received interim custody of her son through a justice of the 

peace. 

Three women were white Iesbian mothers, two women were of 

aboriginal descent, and the remaining 14 were white heterosexual 

mothers. The three lesbian women were al1 involved in long term- 

partnerships and only one mother of the remaining 14 was remarried. It 

should be noted here that al1 three lesbian couples view their 

relationships with their partners as being committed and two out of the 

three lesbian couples have actudy had ceremonies (one actual marriage 

in Hawaii where it is legal for same sex partners to marry, and a 

cornmitment ceremony in Vancouver in 19%). Although marriage 

between same sex couples is not recognized in Canada, 1 would argue 

that two out of the three lesbian mothers would classe themselves as 

king married which would increase my marriage statistic for the 17 

women intemiewed to three. 

A s  evidenced throughout this thesis, and as supported by 

academic literature to date, it is predominantly women who parent. 

Sixteen of the 17 mothers UiteMewed are directly involved in the 

everyday upbringing of their children. In fact, six of the seven sole 



custody awards to the mother were never contested and judges opted to 

just maintain the status quo. 

All 17 mothers attested that they were the primaxy caregivers in 

their past relationship. Fourteen were stay-at-home mothers who did 

not work outside of the home when the kids were young (although 15 of 

the mothers now work outside of the home). Al1 respondents described 

themselves as "goad mothers." Support for this claim was found in the 

words of the mothers themselves, 

1 am realiy a great mom because 1 really care about my 
child and 1 love her to bits. 1 know where her strengths 
are, 1 know how to encourage her. While we were going 
through that time of ups and doms, where she lost her 
dad, her brother and her home, and me in a way (as 1 
was a stay-at-home morn at the time) ... 1 took her to 
counselling and play therapy. I was always very 
concerned ... what 1 wanted the most was just to give 
her a lot of support and love and a nice home. 1 really 
fought hard to get what was mine. 1 never got the fair 
thing but 1 got more than I would have had I stopped 
fighting. 1 did it for her because she deserved it. 

For me, the primary ttiing about being a good parent is 
putting the children first no matter what - 
absolutely .... The kids come Fust no matter what both 
fimancialiy and tirne wise. 

1 aiways put the kids first. I find out about their day 
and give them attention rather than pushing them 
aside. 

1 love him and he is the primary focus of my life right 
now.. ..Everything 1 do I think about him and consider 
him and the effect on him and 1 think that 1 am a good 
parent and [I am] m g  to be a good parent. 

1 have good kids. They are not in trouble. 1 love them 
dearly and they know it. ... 1 put them hrst - probably 
more than 1 shou1d. ... They have turned out o.k. 



1 think that 1 am a good mother ... A good mother is one 
that has patience, unconditional love, someone who 
supports their children in ternis of making good 
decisions and being very involved in what is going on 
with the child. ... 1 guess just being there. 1 think that it 
is about being accessible to my daughter at any tirne. 1 
should be able to nuture her needs and help her grow 
and develop and become an independent individual. 

Despite their commitment to their children, respondents generally were 

nervous and fearful of losing their children before being granted custody 

and even afterwards. in some cases, mothers even appeared desperate. 

They would agree with whatever order was put before them so as not to 

seem "unfriendly" and risk losing their children. This desperation is not 

reflected in custody case law and is indicative of how much power fathers 

actually have in the legal arena over rnothers. Judges, in deciding which 

parent will serve the best interests of the children, oftentimes do consider 

the power imbalances that exist within the famiiy prior to entering the 

legal arena. Men and women are often not on equal ground when vying 

for custody and access. The power irnbalances are best captured by 

some of the mothers interviewed. One mother, who is not yet a Canadian 

citizen, has interim custody of her child, and is presently living in a 

transition house away from her abusive ex-spouse. She conveys a 

feeling of helplessness. 

1 am so nervous to see him and that he is going to 
criticize the way that 1 am bringing up our child . .A dont 
want to mess anything up for me in Canada. E mean 
here 1 am with no employment or schooling, and in this 
house for beaten up women. He has already filed an 
affidavit wi th  the judge that 1 may go back to the 



Philiipines with his boy as it doesn't look too good for 
me here. 1 know that 1 have custody now and that 1 am 
a good mother but he makes a lot of money and has 
family hem. 1 have nothing ... except my son. 

Another woman who had to get a restraining order against her ex- 
husband States that she was: 

. . . too scared of everything to ask for anything except 
my girl. Doug threw my past life into the court that 1 
used to be an exotic dancer and a junkie, a heavy user 
twelve years ago and that even though 1 had been 
chernical free for six years then, he still stirred up the 
past and made [influenced] the judge order a 
psychological assessrnent of me. I'm a good mom and 1 
have dedicated the past 7 years of my life to my 
daughter. 1 think that the psychologist needed a 
psychologist. To me .. . it was obvious who was the 
better parent. 1 always was the one that took care of 
our daughter. They should have been assessing me 
from when 1 got pregnant ... as people change. 

Two women expressed frustration with the law's inability to enforce 

access or the surrendering of the children to their custody upon court 

order. This frustration oftentimes leads to woman giving up custody or 

ineffectively exercising their rights for fear of losing access. One wornan 

had not seen her chiidren in seven weeks. When her ex-husband fmally 

called and offered her a chance to visit with them he stated that she had 

to sign custody over to him if she wanted to see thcm. She signed the 

papers because 

1 hadn't seen them in seven weeks and 1 wanted to see 
them. 1 got desperate. 1 got stupid. 

Another woman, after many months of txying to facilitate visits with her 

son (who was with the father), £inally gave up fighting and gave custody 

to her husband. She says 



1 left with my daughter to go to a transition house and 
could not leave with my son. 1 tried to drag him out of 
the house but he was too big and 1 wasn't strong 
enough. 1 left with the assumption that 1 would get 
custody of him later. It was during that time that my 
husband brainwashed my chiid....In the end, because 
he was turning 12 and he did not want to live with me 
or even see me ... 1 didn't get custody. My lawyer said, 
he is almost 12 and you are not going to get it. 

Frustration and powerlessness is also felt because of women's lack of 

financiai recourse. One woman specificnlly did the interview with me to 

get the message across that the cost of the whole thing was exorbitant. 

She States 

If I had not been middle class, and if [her partner] did 
not have the income that she had, and if 1 did not have 
the wherewithal that 1 had in terrns of the legal system - 
as 1 had been to university and know how to do 
research .. . 1 studied so much on my own for this case - 
1 would have lost. He would have got the kids by 
default. He was able to get legal aid because he was 
paying me support but because 1 was at that cusp, 1 
could not get legal aid and it was only because 1 had a 
house and Donna had got her settlement from the 
rnilitéuy that we had money and could a o r d  to keep 
fighting. He kept stalling and stalling and it was 
ruining us financialiy, but it didn't matter at that point 
or at any point because it was your kids. 
If 1 was making it on my own, say 1 was a secretary and 
could not quaii!jr for legal aid, 1 couldn't have done it. 
No lawyer would have taken it. That is another thing . .. 
1 was on legal aid for a while and they cut me off and 
didn't tell me so my bill ran up and up and up until it 
was well over $50,000. ... That's when aU the money 
from the trust and everything was taken for the lawyer. 
And that is a whole other thing in a custody case. How 
do you deal with the lawyers? 1 mean they victimized 
me too. 

The economic impact on women after divorce is different than that of 

men. Women after divorce typically are still low-income earners and 



have to shoulder the fuiancial responsibility of raising a child after 

divorce. These facts, coupled with the harsh reality that custody 

disputes cost money, especiaüy when they are dragged out indefinitely, 

make it difficult, if not impossible, for single mothers to present 

themselves as being capable of financially providing for the children after 

divorce or even fighting for them. 

Control was another theme that arose from the interviews with the 

mothers. Depending on the custody award, fathers continued to exescise 

control over their former partner's life. One mother stated that when her 

ex-spouse and she had joint custody, 

He became very possessive and in control. He 
controlled my life through the kids. 

Another mother stated that the father threatens to contest custody every 

tirne that she cornplains to the husband that something was not right 

with the kids. 

Pretty much any time that 1 would argue that something 
wasn't right surrounding the kids (like when he takes 
them during the week and they don't do their homework 
and their routine is disrupted and 1 cornplain about 
that) ... he would threaten ... that he wanted custody. 

Several mothers ailuded to how oppressive the whole scrutiny 

process was in regards to how they operated their iives before and even 

after custody was awarded. This was especialiy true of lesbian mothers 

whom 1 inte~ewed.  One mother, in particular, was paranoid that she 

would not get custody of her children because she was involved in a 

lesbian relationship. She said that they did not want anything to be held 



against them in court and were hyper-vigilant about being private. She 

states, 

We made sure that we were distant because we 
basic* didn't want anything to be held against us in 
court. We were friendly but nothing more than that. 

Her paranoia was justified, however, as her trial was two weeks long and 

her testimony took three days, which she found to be totslly 

inappropriate as 

part of it hinged on whether my sexual behaviour would 
influence the kids mentally and whether or not I was 
basicaily a pedophile. It was pretty awful to go through 
that and they brought in many witnesses . . . 1 mean you 
are under the microscope much doser than regular 
traditional couples. 

She believes that she received custody ultimately because 

1 knew how to phy the game realistically. 1 said the 
right things and 1 portrayed what we were but 1 made 
them see what we were. 1 mean [ber partner] was vev 
stable. She was a [police] officer and was very credible 
in the community. 1 was a student doing my socid 
work degree. We were not out in the community and 
that was a big deal. 1 did not march in gay pride 
parades. The school did not know of my lifestyle. 1 was 
very discreet. The kids in our neighbourhood did not 
know of Our relationship. ... It was really important in 
the judge's mind that the children would not be 
harassed. He was not homophobic at dl, his name was 
Justice Warren. He was very good. He understands 
that people are cruel and that the best thing that you 
can do for your children is to not expose them to that 
cruelty. 

Another mother stated that although she did not feel that her life was 

n e c e s d y  scrutinized, she found it odd that she had to defend why she 



wanted custody, while her ex-husband had intense past addictions and a 

history of aggression. She states 

1 was the one that had to defend to my husband and 
lawyers how 1 held the f d y  together and how 1 
provide for the kids and what discipline 1 gave and why 
1 was a good mother. ... 1 wasn't put under a 
microscope but I had to produce documents to prove 
that what 1 was asking for was reasonable and what 1 
said in the papers was accurate. 

The majority of the mothers who were intewiewed, felt regulated, 

disciplined and oppressed to vaqhg degrees, either directly by their ex- 

partner or by the system they tumed to to seek custody of their children. 

if the mother did not have the finances to get a good lawyer and l e m  the 

ropes of the courtroom, she oftentimes was unsatisfied with the outcome 

of the custody decision. Those mothers who did not directly deal with 

the legal system still felt that, to a certain degree, their ex-husbands were 

exerting considerable control over their lives with the children, whether 

the fathers were present or not. The law, then, has an indirect and 

coercive controlling nature that reinforces fear in women which helps to 

keep the patriarchal form intact. Thus, the information that was 

produced from the interviews by mothers involved in custody disputes 

confirms Bourque's (1995:24) conclusion that "upon dissolution, the 

present custody and access regime has created the opportunity for 

paternal/patriarchal authority and control to flourish." 



(d) C3and  conclu^ hom R d -  

The results from this thesis indicate that there is a lack of judicial 

recognition of women's unpaid work at home. Even when there is 

opportunity to recognize and reward a mother's efforts at home, judges 

are reluctant to use p ~ c i p l e s  like the "primary caregiver" to reward any 

parent for past behaviour. 

This thesis indicates an increase in joint custody orders and 

fathers receiving custody. There is an increase in arguments as to 

whether continued contact with both parents is in the best interests of 

children. However laudable on the surface, this is problematic for 

women who were involved in abusive relationships. 

The judiciary helps to reproduce "ideological constructions of 

gendered behaviour within and outside the home, thereby legitimating 

both capitalist and patriarchal reiations in society" (Boyd and Sheehy 

1989:259). Judges have their preconceived notions of what good and bad 

parenting is and this is steeped in their conceptions of appropriate 

gender roles of men and women within the family. As  noted by Eaton, 

the "language of the courtroom both reflects and reinforces the prevailing 

picture of the social order" (Eaton 1987: 100). Through the reinforcement 

of gender roles, judges reinforce the status quo, which helps to 

perpetuate the reconstituted patriarchal ideology ever-existent in family 

law. 



C o n c ~ n a  

A common myth chaiienged by this research and much of the 

available custody literature is that men are disadvantaged in custody 

disputes. Fathers' rights groups, in particular, are influentid in helping 

to perpetrate the myth that there is a bias against men in the custody 

arena. By adopting welfare discourses and influencing the Joint Senate 

Committee's Report on Custody and Access father's rights groups seem 

to have made some headway in their quest for equal nghts without equal 

responsibilities, Statistics Canada (2000:34,44) data demonstrates that 

materna1 sole custody awards have fden and joint custody awards have 

increased. The research presented in this thesis also suggests that there 

is also a high rate of contested cases and that this results in increased 

paternai custody. This is a very different picture of the politics of divorce 

today than the image portrayed by the Joint Senate Report. 

While women do continue to receive custody more often than men, 

one must investigate why, in fact, women are receiving custody in the 

majority of ali custody cases. As  the literature to date reveais, it is 

predominantly women who do the primary caregiving, and most 

uncontested custody cases reflect that reality and maintain the materna1 

status quo. As this thesis demonstrates, however, even in disputed 

and/or contested cases where joint custody was ordered (33% of cases), 



it is still mothers who predominanüy have the everyday care and 

responsibility of the children (69% or 36 of 52 cases). 

Although the father's rights groups have advocated that gender is 

irrelevant in custody disputes and fathers can parent just as well as 

mothers, it is still women who predominantiy mother. Women have a 

particular and gendered relationship to childm due to the semial 

division of labour (albeit in different variations) that stiU d s t s  in families 

today. 

As  evidenced in the content analysis, despite speciîic criteria that 

emerge in case law when deciding what is in fact in the best interests of 

the children, women are judged by how weil they measure up to the ideal 

of a good mother. The ideologies of motherhood create a presumption in 

custody law that some mothers are better than others. Mothers who 

deviate from the ide& of motherhood leave themseives open to 

regulation and often times have trouble persuading judges that it is in 

the best interests of the child to be with them. 

The information provided by the mothers in te~ewed for this thesis 

also confirms custody literature and trends in custody awards to date. 

Most of the mothers intemiewed did not want to lose their children and 

felt that they had to acquiese in order to retain custody. Most women 

in te~ewed felt that they had relatively little bargaining power despite the 

fact that it was they who, in fact, were in charge of effectively taking care 

of the children. The mothers who were in te~ewed saw thek 



motherhood as a priviiege that could be taken away from them if they did 

not convince the judic iq  that the continuhg care provided to the child 

by themselves was, in fact, in their chiid's best interests post-divorce. 

This especially rang true of the lesbian mothers fighting for custody and 

fearing that they would be reprimanded because of their "lifestyle" 

instead of their parenting abilities. 

The ideology of motherhood is rooted in prescribed gender role 

behaviour that is intimately linked with and ultirnately defied by what 

constitutes a f d y  in society. Unfortunately, despite changes in what 

constitutes the family, the patriarchal, nuclear famiiy is still the 

standard by which mothers/fathers vying for custody are judged. 

Patriarchal traditions are still perpetuated in legal discourse and legal 

method which affect judges' abilities to interrogate ingrained 

assumptions about appropriate motherhood identities. These ingrauied 

assumptions about motherhood identities contribute to the continued 

regulation, control and ultimate subordination of women. 

The cliched question that 1 am left with at the end of this endeavor 

is %here do we go from here?" "How do we release women from the 

ideology of motherhood while recognizing the particular and gendered 

relationship that women have to children?" (Boyd 1997c:274). Further, 

how can oppressive aspects of dominant ideologies, in particular those 

reinforced by law, be shifted and/or displaced? (Kline 1995). 



I t  has been argued by some feminist scholars who examine 

custody law (cf. Boyd 1996:543; Clark 1990) that the primary caregiver 

principle seems to show the most promise for women and their present 

social needs. A s  Clark States: 

It recognizes that the primary caretaker is most often 
the wife but does not enshrine parenting as a uniquely 
female role, and recognizes the reality that most women 
still are in inferior bargainhg positions with respect to 
the related issues of custody, access and maintenance 
(1990:723). 

As  Boyd points out, however: 

The bottom line is that it may neither encompass a 
broad enough notion of childrearing nor challenge 
current socio-economic structures. However, in the 
current context of private familial disputes, as opposed 
to state parent disputes, a strong primary caregiver 
presumption (Sack, 1992) may represent the best (if 
flawed) way to recognize the stiU highly gendered 
division of labour typical of most heterosexual parenting 
arrangements (Canadian Advisory Council on the 
Status of Women, 1994). It has some capacity to 
prevent the negation of women's voices and claims 
( 1996:543). 

1 agree with both Clark and Boyd as to the relative potential that 

this principle holds for women (and, for that matter, men who want to 

assume the prirnary caretaker role in the family). However, courts are 

reluctant to follow both the suggestion from the Supreme Court of 

Canada that this is a principle that should be implemented when 

examinhg custody cases, and the literature that supports the inherent 

mandate of the principle that the parent who is the primary caregiver 

throughout the relationship should continue with those duties for the 



best interests in the child. This thesis has demonstrated that the 

primary caregiver principle was only mentioned in a srnall proportion of 

cases despite the fact that it continues to be women who mother and 

assume the primary caregiving role b t h  pre-divorce and post-divorce. 

Although 1 am skeptical of courts utilizing this principle in the future, 1 

keep in mind the words of Antonio Gramsci : while we have 'pessimism 

of intelligence', we must have 'optimism of the WU (Hoare and Smith 

197 1: 175). 
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by îelling me about your experiences. Wrticipetion ofcouse, is vduntary and full Contidentiaiity and 
anonymity is e n s d  The mtaview itself takes but an hwr andciin k donc at your cornnience. 

if interestal, or if yw h of someone who would Ue to @cipite, please contact lhis number: 
(604) 942-1049 



Northwest Territory (including the Yukon) started with 12 cases and 

seven were excluded due to the following reasons: maintenance, 

jurisdiction, paternity suit, and interim custody to grandparents. 

British Columbia started with 77 cases and 38 were excluded for the 

foliowing masons: maintenance, distribution of assets, regis te~g foster 

parents' rights in band, interim dispersements, chiid support, mobility, 

libel suit, grandparents rights', forest industry case, decision pending 

experts' report, jurisdiction, criminal contempt, wardship, S. 15 report 

requested, child welfare, and sale of matrimonial hùme. 

Alberta started with 29 cases and 13 were excluded for the 

foiîowing reasons: home study needed, sale of matrimonial home, 

psychological assessment needed, access variation, spousal support, 

maintenance, mobility issue, jurisdiction, new trial ordered, division of 

pmperty, production of evidence, awaiting trial , entitîement of costs, 

child maintenance. 

Saskatchewan started Vpith 40 cases and 14 cases were excluded 

for the following reasons: abduction, mobility rights, adoption, division 

of property, child support, maintenance, distribution of assets, 

guardianship, expert witness to testifv, and jurisdiction. 



Manitoba started with 11 cases and three cases were excluded for 

the following reasons: personal injury damages, authorize jurisdiction to 

return child to States, and jurisdiction. 

Ontario started with 62 cases and 36 were excluded due to the 

following reasons: motion to dismiss child's afîidavit, child's insurance 

policies post-divorce, child protection, maintenance, distribution of 

property, protection of public, adoption, divorce, relocation hearing, 

domestic violence, supervised access, grandparents, support, and 

declaratory order; three were unavaiiable. 

Quebec started with 12 cases and six were excluded for the 

following reasons: transsexual rights, jurisdictional hearing, 

grandparents received custody as both parents were deceased, division of 

property and divorce. 

Newfoundland started with 15 cases and 10 were excluded for the 

following reasons: protection, new hearing required, and a division of 

Prince Edward Island started with six cases and two were excluded 

because they specificaily dealt with maintenance issues. 

Nova Scotia started with 14 cases and five were excluded for the 

following reasons: one was a criminal law case, protection issues, 

maintenance, costs assessed; one case was unavailable. 

New Brunswick started with 38 cases and 17 cases were excluded 

due to the foliowing reasons: protection, guardianship, child support, 



appeal for costs, three cases were not available in an English translation, 

and one case was unavailable. 
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